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Executive Summary 
 

 The provisional findings do not take account of important new 
developments: 

o DFDS has recently stated clearly that it will not exit the Dover-
Calais route, undermining a fundamental part of the CC's 
reasoning. 

o There are reliable reports that P&O has already reduced the 
number of its ferries on the Short Sea from 6 (on the basis of 
which the PFs were prepared) to 5.  It is therefore no longer 
sustainable for the CC to argue that P&O would not reduce capacity 
on the Dover-Calais route. 

  

 The CC's provisional findings depend on numerous hypothetical 
propositions all being satisfied simultaneously.  Even if considered 
individually, these assumptions are wrong but the probability of all these 
assumptions occurring simultaneously is remote.  Consequently, the CC 
cannot meet the required standard of proof in order to establish an SLC. 

 

 A divestment remedy would remove capacity from the Short Sea 
imminently, reducing the frequency of crossings and almost certainly 
leading to higher prices in the short term.  The anti-competitive effects 
incorrectly envisaged in the provisional findings are not due to occur for 
several years.  The CC should present convincing evidence to justify taking 
such an approach, but has not done so.     

 

 The CC's analysis does not acknowledge that customers have not opposed 
the transaction in response to a very wide market test.   

 

 The CC's approach creates an important conflict with a judgment of the 
Paris Court and does not address the fundamental legal obstacles created 
by that Court's judgment to the CC‟s proposed course of action. 

 

 The CC's approach is inconsistent with a decision on the same markets 
already taken by the French Competition Authority (“FCA”).  The CC is 
not bound to mirror the FCA's conclusions but the CC has failed to address 
the substantive reasons why the FCA cleared the merger. 

 

 The CC's approach towards the counterfactual is so hypothetical as to 
be inappropriate.  None of the CC's three possible counterfactual 
approaches can justify an SLC finding to the required standard of proof.  The 
only appropriate counterfactual is the situation existing immediately prior to 
GET's acquisition.   

 

 As explained below, GET believes that further economic analysis points 
firmly against an SLC. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Group Eurotunnel SA ("GET") disagrees with the provisional conclusions reached by the 
Competition Commission ("CC") in its Provisional Findings dated 19 February 2013 ("PFs").  
For ease of reference, this submission adopts the same defined terms as used by GET in its 
reply dated 5 March 2012 ("GET's Reply") to the CC's notice of provisional remedies dated 
19 February 2013.   

1.2 In this introduction section, GET addresses upfront three important issues: 

1.2.1 Firstly, certain new and material developments which have arisen after the PFs 
were published; 

1.2.2 Secondly, GET‟s concerns about the inadequate CC evidence and reasoning 
given in its extremely unusual provisional conclusion; and 

1.2.3 Thirdly, a number of striking themes contained within the PFs, which cast 
substantial doubt as to the appropriateness of the CC‟s conclusions. These 
include:  

(a) the number of propositions (or assumptions) on which the PFs rely,  

(b) the remote nature of the foreseen harm, and  

(c) the CC's failure to take into account the previous findings of the FCA and 
the requirements of the Paris Commercial Court. 

 

1.3 First: new and material developments: 

1.4 GET considers that there is important new evidence that was not available to the CC in 
preparing the PFs, which should now be taken into account by the CC, and which points 
firmly to there being no SLC.   

1.5 Since the PFs were published, important new evidence has come to light which calls 
into question the CC's central propositions.  GET drew the new evidence to the attention 
of the CC as it became available, but summarises it below and explains why it should lead 
the CC to revisit its provisional conclusion.   

1.6 Newly available information relating to DFDS and its commercial performance, 
including: 

1.6.1 Recent statements from DFDS that it has no intention of exiting the Short 
Sea  

(a) DFDS recently stated in a press interview that "if anyone has to leave the 
Short Straits, it surely won't be us"

1
. This directly contradicts the CC's 

finding that DFDS is more likely than GET to exit the Dover-Calais route 
in the short to medium term

2
;  

(b) In a separate interview with Peter Kramp, the President of Louis Dreyfus 
Transmanche Ferries, and Mr Charlo, it is reported that "although the 
operator rejects any notion of leaving the channel, it holds high 
expectations for this legal ruling [i.e. the CC publishing the PFs], to refine 
its strategy. “It will be an important stage, deciding on the actions we will 

                                                      
1
 See interview with DFDS Finance Director Jean-Claude Charlo, published in Le Nord Littoral on 1 March 2013, a convenience 

translation of which was provided to the CC by email on 6 March 2013.  
2
 PFs paragraph 8.74 
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be taking, for both our commercial activities and the fleet”, says Peter 
Kramp, who confirms that he hopes to consolidate his market share on 
the Channel before initiating any development"

3
 (emphasis added). 

1.6.2 Details of the recent and sustained commercial success of DFDS on the Short 
Sea

4
, as reflected in the January 2013 market shares: 

(a) The new data indicate that in January 2013 DFDS exceeded P&O's 
share of passenger transport for the first time and achieved a 22.4% 
share of freight on the Short Sea

5
. 

(b) By contrast, the PFs are based on precisely the opposite basis, namely 
that DFDS would exit Dover-Calais and would be a "distant third player" 
with a market share of 15% by volume on the high-cost Dover-Dunkirk 
route

6
.  

1.6.3 DFDS' own publicly stated position and its 2012 financial results about its 
financial strength.   

(a) DFDS believes that this financial strength will also stand it in good stead 
for the year to come, in spite of MFL, stating at a recent investor 
conference to announce its annual results, that it had "assumed a 
moderate improvement to 2013 versus '12 even assuming a continued 
competition from MyFerryLink."  An analyst queried, "so, it's more 
improvement from the level you did in 2012?", to which DFDS replied, 
"Correct.  Small to moderate."

7
; 

(b) Third parties' views that DFDS is in a strong financial position are 
reflected in its recent very strong share price performance compared to 
the Copenhagen Stock Exchange index (see Appendix 2).   

(c) Appendix 5 to GET's Reply also contained numerous supporting 
statements from DFDS' 2012 Annual Report and Accounts, referring to 
the latter's financial robustness and increasing success on the Dover-
Calais route,  

1.7 The fact that P&O has already reduced its ferry capacity on the Short Sea
8
.   

1.7.1 An article published in the Journal de Marine Marchande on 22 February 2013 
mentions that P&O now operates a fleet of five ships

9
.  

1.7.2 This is contrary to the CC's conclusion in the PFs, that "P&O has a strong 
incentive to maintain its level of capacity in the expectation that one of the smaller 
operators will exit the route"

10
,   

1.8 GET considers that these new developments go to the heart of, and fundamentally 
undermine, the CC's analysis and findings in the PFs. 

 

                                                      
3
 See article from Le Journal de la Marine Marchande dated 22 February 2013, a copy of which was sent to the CC on 1 March 

2013 
4
 GET has used the same definition of Short Sea as in the PFs 

5
 See for example, paragraphs 1.4 and 7.6.6 of GET's Reply 

6
 PFs paragraph 8.77(b) 

7
 http://www.dfdsgroup.com/investors/reports/  follow the Annual Reports 2012, Conference Call Recordings, English, link – the 

statement is made at about 25 minutes.  A copy of the transcript is at Appendix 3.  
8
 See paragraph 7.37 below 

9
  See article, published in le Journal de Marine Marchande on 22 February 2013, a convenience translation of which was 

provided to the CC by email on 6 March 2013 (email at 19.22). This states that "P&O Ferries is convinced that its fleet of five 
ships will allow it to offer a competitive service both against other ferry operators and the Tunnel".  
10

 PFs paragraph 8.37 

http://www.dfdsgroup.com/investors/reports/
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1.9 Secondly: inadequate CC evidence and reasoning given its extremely unusual 
provisional conclusion:   

1.10 GET considers that the CC is imposing immediate detriments on customers (lower 
frequency and, very probably, higher prices) because it forecasts that customers will 
benefit over the longer term from its remedy.   

1.11 Convincing evidence is required however before a trade off of short term benefits for 
longer term gains can be applied.   

1.11.1 In this case, the CC's forecasts for gains depend on a number of hypothetical 
propositions, each of which is vulnerable to challenge, and all (or most) of which 
need to be correct if customers are to benefit from the CC's proposed remedy.   

1.11.2 By way of example of (new) conflicting evidence, contrary to the CC's finding, 
DFDS' 2012 Annual Report indicates clearly its view that prices would have risen 
on the Short Sea but for GET acquiring the Vessels and MFL commencing 
operations –  

[MFL beginning operations] "created overcapacity and uncertainty among freight 
customers in the ferry market on the English Channel. As a result, the predicted 
stabilisation of the market did not materialise in 2012

"11
. 

 
1.12 In reaching its PFs, the CC has failed to undertake a proper analysis to test the 

numerous propositions on which its findings depend and, in addition, it has failed to 
take account of the favourable comments which it has received from freight 
customers.   

1.12.1 The CC appears to have instead relied heavily on a limited selection of 
unsubstantiated assertions made to it by competitors, especially DFDS. These 
statements are inconsistent with the large body of economic analysis that GET has 
presented to it, and which is now corroborated in certain key respects by 
statements made by DFDS outside of the CC process.  

1.12.2 That evidence demonstrates that the Acquisition does not give rise to any prospect 
of an SLC in relation to the supply of passenger and freight transport services on 
the Short Sea. 

1.13 GET therefore urges the CC to re-evaluate the evidence before it, as well as new evidence 
that is being made available to it, with a view to reaching a final conclusion that the 
Acquisition will not give rise to an SLC.  In doing so, the CC is urged to scrutinise sceptically 
the submissions of DFDS to the CC, which are contradicted by its own public statements 
showing that DFDS is ready to go to considerable lengths to oppose GET's acquisition of 
the Vessels for its own commercial advantage. 

 

1.14 Thirdly, there are a number of certain striking themes within the PFs 

(a) the number of propositions on which the PFs’ conclusions rely: 

1.15 The CC's thinking is based on a number of propositions which is identified as likely 
but whose timing is uncertain, in which DFDS will exit Dover-Calais and prices will 
rise as a result.  Compelling evidence would be needed to support such an outcome, but is 
not provided in the PFs.   

1.16 The first striking fact about the PFs is the number of propositions on which its SLC findings 
relies.  The PFs assume that: 

                                                      
11

 DFDS 2012 Annual Report and Accounts page 12 
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1.16.1 Absent the transaction, DFDS would have  

 acquired between one and three of the Vessels,  

 operated them on the Dover-Calais route (as opposed to on the Dover-
Dunkirk route); and 

 that would have made it a “stronger” competitor to P&O and 
Eurotunnel.

12
 

1.16.2 In comparison, as a result of the transaction,  

 three operators (P&O, MFL and DFDS) cannot maintain themselves on 
the Dover-Calais route,  

 neither MFL nor DFDS could reduce their capacity and P&O would 
choose not to do so, 

 it is DFDS (and not MFL) that will exit the Dover-Calais route in the near 
future (but remain on the Dover-Dunkirk route), 

 MFL will then reach its expected market share,  

 this will allow GET to increase its price on the tunnel; or in the alternative 
allow less aggressive competition from MFL,  

 without prompting any new entry or expansion.  

1.17 Beyond their sheer number, it is the cumulative nature of these propositions that is 
striking.  The propositions also need to be satisfied simultaneously for the conclusion of the 
PFs to be verified and the probability that they will all be satisfied is a remote one.  Even if it 
is assumed that all these propositions have a 90% chance of being correct (which is 
unlikely), the probability of them being all verified simultaneously is below 40%.  This 
suggests that the PFs‟ conclusions are more likely than not to be erroneous. In addition, 
some of the propositions are extremely questionable, as shown in section 7 below. 

1.18 Consequently, GET submits that  the CC's balance of probabilities threshold
 13

 is 
clearly not met in this case. 

(b) the remote nature of the foreseen harm:  

1.19 A second striking feature of the PFs‟ conclusion is the disparity between:  

1.19.1 the anti-competitive effects which form the basis of the CC‟s concerns and which 
(if they ever arise) are not foreseen to occur for several years

14
), and  

1.19.2 the immediate consumer benefit that arises because MFL would be operating, 
bringing additional competition to the Dover–Calais route, but this has not been 
taken into account by the CC in its analysis. 

                                                      
12

 PFs paragraph 8.83 
13

 OFT 1254/CC2 (Revised) Merger Assessment Guidelines paragraph 2.12 
14

 PFs paragraph 8.12 
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(c) the CC has not properly taken into account the previous findings of the French Competition 
Authority and the requirements of the Paris Commercial Court:  

1.20 The third striking feature of the PFs is the extent to which the CC has failed to properly take 
into account that the transaction underlying the Acquisition: 

1.20.1 was approved by the Paris Court subject to certain conditions which prevent, inter 
alia, divestment of the Vessels for a period of five years; and  

1.20.2 was notified by GET to the FCA, which reviewed the likely impact on exactly the 
same product and geographic markets as the CC.  The FCA approved the 
Acquisition subject to limited behavioural undertakings, but the nature of the FCA's 
review and the effect of those undertakings have not been considered by the CC 
in the PFs. 

1.21 For the reasons outlined in GET's Reply, however, French law would render void any 
divestment of the Vessels that took place in breach of the Paris Court's judgment. 
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2. THE 'BALANCE OF PROBABILITIES' THRESHOLD TO THE CC'S ANALYSIS 

2.1 The CC's case in the PFs depends on the satisfaction of numerous propositions.  The 
likelihood of certain of those propositions being realised is far from certain; the 
likelihood of enough of those propositions materialising to create the SLC risk which the CC 
has identified is significantly more remote.   

2.2 Consequently, GET does not understand how the CC can have satisfied itself that the 
balance of probabilities threshold is met in this case.  

2.3 Under Section 35(1)(b) of the Act, the CC has an obligation, on a reference from the OFT, to 
decide whether the creation of a relevant merger situation "has resulted, or may be 
expected to result, in a [SLC] within any market or markets in the United Kingdom for goods 
or services". Paragraph 2.12 of the CC Merger Assessment Guidelines states that, in 
answering the question of whether an SLC has been created, the CC "will apply a 'balance 
of probabilities' threshold to its analysis, i.e. it addresses the question: is it more likely than 
not that an SLC will result?". The CC Merger Assessment Guidelines acknowledge that the 
approach of expressing an expectation of a more than 50% chance has been endorsed by 
the Court of Appeal

15
.  

2.4 Moreover, in conducting the kind of prospective analysis the CC has performed in this case, 
there is a particular need for rigour.  As the European Court of Justice held in Case C-12/03 
P Tetra Laval [2005] ECR I-1113: 

"41. Although the Court of First Instance stated, in paragraph 155, that proof of anti-
competitive conglomerate effects of a merger of the kind notified calls for a precise 
examination, supported by convincing evidence, of the circumstances which 
allegedly produce those effects, it by no means added a condition relating to the requisite 
standard of proof but merely drew attention to the essential function of evidence, which is to 
establish convincingly the merits of an argument or, as in the present case, of a 
decision on a merger. 

42.  A prospective analysis of the kind necessary in merger control must be carried 
out with great care since it does not entail the examination of past events – for which 
often many items of evidence are available which make it possible to understand the 
causes – or of current events, but rather a prediction of events which are more or less 
likely to occur in future if a decision prohibiting the planned concentration or laying 
down the conditions for it is not adopted. 

43.  Thus, the prospective analysis consists of an examination of how a concentration might 
alter the factors determining the state of competition on a given market in order to establish 
whether it would give rise to a serious impediment to effective competition. Such an analysis 
makes it necessary to envisage various chains of cause and effect with a view to 
ascertaining which of them are the most likely.  

44.  The analysis of a „conglomerate-type‟ concentration is a prospective analysis in which, 
first, the consideration of a lengthy period of time in the future and, secondly, the leveraging 
necessary to give rise to a significant impediment to effective competition mean that the 
chains of cause and effect are dimly discernible, uncertain and difficult to establish. That 
being so, the quality of the evidence produced by the Commission in order to 
establish that it is necessary to adopt a decision declaring the concentration 
incompatible with the common market is particularly important, since that evidence 
must support the Commission’s conclusion that, if such a decision were not adopted, 
the economic development envisaged by it would be plausible."  (emphasis added) 

2.5 As previously submitted at paragraph 6.8 of GET's Reply, even if it assumed that each of 
the CC's propositions has a high likelihood of materialising, the overall probability of the SLC 

                                                      
15

 See IBA Health Ltd v OFT [2004] EWCA Civ 142, para. 46 
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that the CC has provisionally identified, remains low because each of the individual 
propositions must materialise in order for the SLC to occur. 

2.6 Therefore GET submits that the 'balance of probabilities' threshold is not met in this 
case, given that its analysis of the creation of an SLC depends entirely on a series of 
hypothetical propositions which, when considered together, cannot be said to result in a 
situation which is over 50% likely, as required. 
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3. RATIONALE 

The CC's approach 
 
3.1 The CC stated that it, "examined the rationale for the transaction and found that GET‟s 

decision to acquire the former SeaFrance assets had been primarily driven by its concern 
that DFDS/LD would acquire the Vessels at a low cost and drive prices to customers 
down"

16
.  The CC's finding in this respect appears to have materially influenced how the CC 

has, throughout the PFs, then considered and assessed all the available data, including 
submissions from GET's competitors. 

3.2 At the outset, GET wishes to emphasise that the CC has placed too much weight in its 
PFs on rationale.  GET's concern was a reasonable one for a supplier to articulate when 
bids of €5m were being discussed for the SeaFrance business, but it was overtaken by 
developments in the insolvency process.   

3.3 GET did not overpay to prevent DFDS from buying the vessels (the Paris Court made clear 
that the sale was at an undervalue, implying that DFDS could also have obtained the 
Vessels at an undervalue if it made a higher compliant bid) and GET was not the only rival 
bidder to DFDS as Stena made the highest bid for the Rodin.  

Rationale is less important than whether an SLC can be demonstrated 
 
3.4 Moreover, what matters for purposes of the CC‟s analysis is whether, in light of the 

behaviour of all of the (actual and potential) participants in the relevant market, the CC can 
be satisfied, to the required standard of proof, that the SLC will materialise.  GET‟s initial 
rationale for the transaction has no bearing on that question.   

3.5 The CC is not seeking to resolve a question of fact as to what happened in the past, where 
contemporaneous documentation may prove of critical importance.  It is engaged in a 
prospective analysis of how the market as a whole will respond to GET‟s entry in the future. 

3.6 GET's thinking in relation to the possibility of purchasing the Vessels changed from a 
defensive mindset (trying to ensure that DFDS did not buy the ferries at materially 
less than market value) to a positive mindset. Progressively, GET realised that the 
Acquisition represented an opportunity to create a viable standalone business and address 
concerns about [confidential].   

3.7 The purchase of the Vessels was also seen as an opportunity to provide cross-Channel 
services to categories of vehicles which could not be transported by Eurotunnel, for example 
due to their size or to the fact that they carried dangerous loads. 

Contemporaneous GET documents re DFDS buying the Vessels 
 
3.8 GET's contemporaneous documents cited in paragraphs 3.23 to 3.25 of the PFs were 

prepared at early stages, when GET's thinking was developing in relation to the opportunity 
to acquire the Vessels.  Even at this point, as evidenced in the minutes of the board meeting 
on 6 January 2012, GET's objective was to submit a bid to compete with the (rejected) €5m 
bid made by DFDS in the previous stage of the sale process.  In other words, GET's 
concern was to ensure that the Vessels were sold for over €5m, rather than to ensure that 
DFDS did not acquire the Vessels at any price.   

3.9 GET wanted to ensure that the Vessels were sold at a realistic price because Eurotunnel 
had suffered for a number of years the effects of competing with an entity (SeaFrance) 
which was kept afloat by State aid

17
.  GET feared that a similar scenario might arise in 

relation to DFDS if it acquired the Vessels at an artificially low price.  In any event, because 
the Vessels were sold to GET for considerably more than €5m, and because both DFDS' 

                                                      
16

 PFs Summary paragraph 6 
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own bid and Stena's bid were substantially higher than this figure, GET's initial objective 
became irrelevant once it entered the bidding process. 

3.10 The following should also be noted: 

3.10.1 At the time of when the documents referred to in paragraphs 3.23 to 3.25 of the 
PFs were created, GET was unaware of DFDS' intentions if it had acquired the 
Vessels.  It is now clear however

18
 that, even if it had acquired the Vessels, DFDS 

would not have increased the size of its ferry fleet on the Short Sea and would 
have replaced ferries it was then chartering with any of the Vessels it acquired.  
That was not known at the time to GET, which explains its particular concern 
about DFDS acquiring the Vessels.  

3.10.2 In any event, there is nothing in the CC's own analysis in section 8 of the PFs to 
indicate that, even if it had acquired the Vessels, DFDS would in fact have 
engaged in aggressive price discounting of the type which GET feared at the time.   

3.10.3 Even if the CC is correct in terms of identifying GET's pre-merger rationale for 
seeking to acquire the Vessels (which GET disputes) it is irrelevant because GET 
entered a competitive bid situation to try and purchase the Vessels. Further, the 
CC has not identified any GET documentation which suggests that GET's post-
Acquisition strategy in relation to the Vessels is other than as GET has submitted 
to the CC. 

3.10.4 The PFs are focusing only on certain of GET's reasons for seeking to acquire the 
Vessels when discussing the rationale, even though the CC acknowledges in other 
contexts that GET's thinking was motivated by reasons of being "closely 
associated with the short sea and the Calais economy".

19
   

Contemporaneous documents show that [confidential] was an issue in GET's rationale 
 
3.11 GET has already provided the CC with documents which indicate that [confidential] was an 

ongoing concern for GET
20

.  The CC should therefore revisit its provisional conclusion
21

 that 
there was no contemporary evidence supporting GET's submissions to the CC that this 
formed part of its rationale.  Specifically, these documents consisted of: 

3.11.1 a five-year plan from 26 September 2007, in which GET envisages that there will 
be [confidential] by [confidential],  

3.11.2 a presentation from 30 April 2008 discussing strategies to [confidential] from 
[confidential] onwards, and  

3.11.3 a presentation from March 2012 on the 'Terminal 2015' project to ensure that the 
[confidential].  

3.12 As stated in the email to which the documents were attached, these documents evidence 
that, although [confidential] is not a subject which has necessarily been tabled at GET 
board meetings, it has been an area of concern for Eurotunnel for a number of years.  

                                                                                                                                                                     
17

 The State aid was in due course judged to be anticompetitive by the European Commission. 
18

 PFs section 5 
19

 PFs paragraph 8.6.3 
20

 See email from [confidential] to the CC sent on 30 Jan 2013 at 19.01 
21

 PFs paragraph 3.44 
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3.13 In addition to these documents, the presentation to the GET Management Forum held on 12 
February 2013 (submitted to the CC on 7 December 2012) clearly states, under the heading 
on slide 5: "Why should Groupe Eurotunnel be interested in acquiring ferries?", the 
statement: "[confidential]", thus evidencing that this was a significant factor in GET's 
rationale for the purchase of the Vessels at the time.  

3.14 The CC has not addressed these documents in the PFs.   

Comments from financial analysts 
 
3.15 The PFs refer to various analyst reports

22
 to support the CC's view that the Acquisition was 

entered into by GET in order to prevent DFDS buying the Vessels and to avert a price war 
on the Short Sea.  GET has discussed the analysts' comments in its response to the CC's 
Rationale Working Paper and would refer the CC back to those submissions and to the 
documents mentioned above.   

3.16 Given the PFs' reference to analyst comments, it is noteworthy that the same 
financial analysts commenting on the PFs have indicated that they consider the CC's 
approach is likely to lead to higher prices and reduced customer choice (see Appendix 
1): 

3.16.1 In paragraph 3.48 of the PFs, the CC relied on comments from Exane BNP 
Paribas to challenge the Acquisition, stating that the "analyst concluded that GET 
believed that the acquisition would initially result in more capacity on the short-sea 
crossing (potentially putting pressure on prices in the short run) which would then 
lead to capacity cuts by competitors and eventually a better pricing environment".  
In fact, Exane BNP Paribas considers that the CC is likely to drive up prices 
on the Short Sea if it prohibits the Acquisition and requires divestment.  
Commenting on the PFs, Exane BNP Paribas said that the CC's approach and a 
divestment requirement "may speed up the rationalisation of capacity in the Short 
Strait market, which is positive for GET (pricing and volume-wise)", and 

3.16.2 Similarly, in paragraph 3.47(a) of the PFs, the CC cited RBC Europe as stating 
that "GET‟s motive in bidding for the SeaFrance vessels was to ensure that ferry 
pricing was rational and that market entry was undertaken at a rational cost".  This 
analyst has however issued a critical commentary on the PFs, noting that "we see 
a risk that.......the CC ruling may simply end up removing an operator from 
the market, and end up inadvertently reducing competition and consumer 
choice".  

3.17 In other words, the same analysts that the CC relied on in the PFs, to show that GET was 
wishing to acquire the Vessels to exclude DFDS, have concluded that the CC's opposition to 
the Acquisition and a divestment requirement is likely to lead to higher prices and less 
customer choice on the Short Sea.  This is reflected in the strong performance of DFDS' 
share price, where the publication of the PFs led to a noticeable increase in the volume of 
DFDS' shares traded and also to an increase in its share price (see Appendix 2).  

                                                      
22

 PFs paragraphs 3.47 and 3.48 
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4. ENTERPRISE 

4.1 Section 129(1) of the Act defines "enterprise" as "the activities or part of the activities of a 
business".  Section 129 does not define "enterprise" in terms of a collection of assets from 
which a business can be conducted; it instead considers the issue in terms of activities 
already being undertaken, which are then acquired. 

4.2 The Vessels and other acquired assets had not been used in any commercial operations for 
over 7.5 months before the Acquisition and a further 1.5 months then elapsed before MFL 
was able to begin operations using the Vessels.  GET does not disagree with the CC's 
comment that, "the question of whether any given combination of assets constitutes an 
„enterprise‟ is an economic assessment, requiring the balancing of competing factors in the 
context of the industry concerned"

23
.  GET considers however that the reality of MFL's 

progress from starting operations is not consistent with the proposition that GET 
acquired an enterprise (in the sense of GET acquiring the existing "activities of a 
business").   

4.3 By contrast, GET considers that MFL's slow progress from scratch indicates that no 
"enterprise" (in the sense of section 129 of the Act) was acquired by GET.  Instead, GET 
purchased a collection of bare assets, using which MFL then began to commence a 
business from scratch.   

4.4 In this sense, GET considers that the two cases put forward by the CC
24

 are wholly 
distinguishable because in both of them the interruption to the business was so brief (1 day 
each case) that in reality there were pre-existing activities (i.e. a pre-merger business) that 
continued and which was acquired in its substantive pre-merger state by the purchaser.   

4.5 In GET's case, however, the business of SeaFrance using the Vessels had terminated 
permanently

25
, and commercial activities using the Vessels were not undertaken for 9 

months, such that the customers had all switched to alternative service providers pre-
Acquisition.  In this sense, no "activities of a business" were acquired by GET. The CC has 
itself effectively acknowledged that this is the case because it agrees continuation of the 
SeaFrance business cannot be a relevant counterfactual – "the Court ordered the liquidation 
of SeaFrance on 16 November 2011 and terminated the business continuity provision on 9 
January 2012" (emphasis added). 

4.6 GET also considers that the CC has mischaracterised the relationship between GET 
and the SCOP by saying that they "acted together during the bidding period to secure 
control of the liquidation assets"

26
.  GET submitted a bid on its own and in its own name 

(rather than a joint bid with the SCOP) to the liquidator for the Vessels and other assets of 
SeaFrance.  Before doing so, GET had discussions with the SCOP about the extent to 
which the SCOP might operate and maintain the Vessels on GET's behalf, but the SCOP 
was also solicited by other bidders (although DFDS did not pursue intensively contacts with 
the SCOP). 
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5. COUNTERFACTUAL 

The CC's approach to the counterfactual 
 
5.1 In the PFs, the CC notes that its guidelines require the CC to "avoid importing into its 

assessment any spurious claims to accurate prediction of foresight" and to "incorporate into 
the counterfactual only those aspects of scenarios that appear likely on the basis of the facts 
available to it" (emphasis added).

27
  GET believes that the CC has so far failed to comply 

with its own guidelines and has engaged in abstract speculation for which there is no 
evidence. 

5.2 Without the benefit of further clarification from the Paris Court itself
28

, GET considers that 
the CC should have relied on the contemporaneous documentation. That documentation 
provides the best evidence as to the situation that had actually arisen at the time that GET 
purchased the Vessels, and what the market participants had actually done.   

5.3 The reality is that it is not possible now to decide precisely what would have happened if 
GET had not purchased the Vessels. There are simply too many variables: as to the mode 
of sale, the possible buyers, and the routes on which the Vessels would have been 
deployed.  The burden, however, is on the CC: it must establish an SLC on the balance 
of probabilities.  GET contends that none of the counterfactuals on which the CC relies can 
be established to this level of certainty.  All involve either assumptions and findings which 
extend beyond the scope of the objective evidence, or are directly contradicted by the 
events which took place at the time of the sale.  As a result, none of the three alternative 
counterfactuals assists the CC, either separately or cumulatively. 

DFDS' criticisms of the Paris Court sale process are unjustified 

5.4 In this context, GET notes how the CC approached the issue of assessing the 
counterfactual

29
: 

"the sealed bid process gave parties limited information about the identity of other bidding 
parties and the level of their bids; and (ii) DFDS told us that it did not believe that GET would 
have been allowed to acquire the vessels on competition grounds, and we think it is 
reasonable to assume that other actual or prospective bidders would have taken the same 
view." (emphasis added) 

5.5 There is, however, no evidence to support DFDS's claim or the CC's assumption, beyond 
the uncorroborated statement to the CC of DFDS. Against that must be weighed the 
following considerations: 

5.5.1 The Paris Court pursued a well-publicised process for the sale of the Vessels, 
indicating clearly to any potential bidder that the sale was to be done by public 
auction; 

5.5.2 DFDS submitted a bid for two of the Vessels, knowing that it was a sealed auction 
process and that it should therefore submit its best bid in order to be successful; 

5.5.3 GET's interest in submitting a bid for the Vessels was reported in 
contemporaneous press statements, so DFDS was, or should have been, very 
much aware of this possibility. 

5.6 The Paris Court pursued a sealed bid process precisely because it considered this to be the 
best way to maximise the liquidation proceeds

30
, which is the expectation that the CC has of 
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30

 See Paris Court's judgment, the convenience translation of which states, "in order to provide for the expression of the highest 
bidder(s) while promoting transfer arrangements ensuring transparency and fairness, a procedure for submitting bids in sealed 
envelopes was described in two schedules of conditions" (emphasis added). 
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the Court
31

.  Despite all of the above, DFDS failed to submit a bid for all three Vessels and 
the bid that it submitted for the Rodin was lower than Stena's. In fact, in addition to 
submitting a low bid for the Vessels, DFDS also failed to provide the Paris Court with any 
assurance that the French flag would continue to be used (even though this consideration 
was worth €35 million to the liquidator

32
) and indicated that the Vessels would be deployed 

on a route other than the original route
33

.  The reasons why DFDS failed to be the highest 
bidder for all three Vessels were entirely within its own control.  DFDS mistakenly assumed 
that it could buy the Vessels "on the cheap"; that is not GET's fault. In addition, in 
accordance with French legislation, DFDS had the option, within a prescribed period of time, 
to appeal against the Paris Court's decision to the French Court of Appeal, which it evidently 
chose not to do.   

5.7 The Paris Court pursued an objective, fair and transparent sale process for the 
Vessels that was intended to, and did, maximise the sale proceeds for the liquidator.  
DFDS only has itself to blame for wrongly assuming that GET would not bid (or would 
not be allowed to bid) for the Vessels, which then led to DFDS submitting a lower bid 
than GET. 

Approach 1 (Paris Court holds a public auction) 

5.8 The liquidator that was appointed by the Court, and whose opinion was followed entirely by 
it, mentioned that if GET‟s offer were to be rejected by the Court, an auction should take 
place

34
.  This statement indicates clearly that Approaches 2 and 3 of the CC to 

determine the counterfactual cannot be said to be made out on the balance of 
probabilities. 

5.9 It is stated by the expert Parimar Francharte named by the court in its report to Mr Gorrias, 
the liquidator of SeaFrance, that a piecemeal auction sale would achieve a better result than 
selling two ships to the same buyer (page 4 of the report).  This suggests that absent GET‟s 
offer, an auction was a viable – and likely – solution for the Paris Court. 

5.10 The CC has so far stated that it considers it unlikely that any additional interested party 
would have manifested itself if an auction process had been launched but evidence before 
the Paris Court suggest that this analysis needs to be revisited.  The Parimar Francharte 
report states (page 5) that another entity, Trans Europa Ferries, had shown an interest in 
the Nord Pas de Calais when it understood that DFDS‟ offer didn‟t cover that ship.   

5.11 The same report states (page 7) that one reason why P&O didn‟t submit any offer was the 
several communications that were made before the submission of the offers and that 
suggested acquisition prices much higher than those actually offered; once the initial offers 
were known, P&O and others could have been interested in placing an offer for some or all 
of the Vessels.  The report from Parimar Francharte, the expert nominated by the Paris 
Court, lists a number of potential bidders for the Vessels during any auction process

35
. 

5.12 Given the above, in GET's opinion it is impossible to predict who might have bought the 
Vessels.  During the sealed bid process, Stena submitted the highest offer for the Rodin, 
and it could easily have done so again at a public auction, given that (in line with the Court's 
documentation) it is most likely that the Vessels would have been sold individually, rather 
than as a package. New third parties (see above) might have submitted bids for any of the 
Vessels.   

                                                      
31
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 The Court's judgment indicates that if the Vessels were not under the French flag, this was "likely to generate a tax liability 
related to the ship's acquisition conditions of about €35 million, at the liquidation's expense." 
33
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with the difficulties of allocating the purchase price for the ships". 
35

 See Appendix 1 to GET's Reply 
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5.13 Consequently, GET does not consider that the CC can predict with any certainty – unless it 
engages in "spurious claims to accurate prediction of foresight" of the type rejected in its 
own guidelines – that "DFDS/LD would have been the most likely purchaser of the 
Vessels"

36
.  That depends on a large number of assumptions about the behaviour of other 

undertakings – assumptions that cannot be demonstrated to the required standard of 
likelihood.  The reasoning for the CC's belief (DFDS "had a strong commercial reason to 
acquire the Vessels" and had submitted an out of time bid that the Court ignored for all three 
Vessels) is an inadequate evidential basis for a CC counterfactual. 

Approach 2 (Paris Court considers only the sealed bids) 

5.14 In this approach, the CC notes that neither DFDS nor Stena had provided any assurance to 
the Court that they would continue to maintain the French flag registration of the Vessels.  
The CC then assumes that DFDS would have been more likely to provide that assurance 
than Stena, and therefore that DFDS would likely have acquired and used both Rodin and 
Berlioz on the Short Sea

37
, either 

5.14.1 because it would have bought both Vessels, or 

5.14.2 because it would have bought the Berlioz (for which it was the higher bidder) and 
would have chartered from Stena the Rodin (for which Stena was the higher 
bidder).   

5.15 In this latter scenario, where Stena was the highest bidder for the Rodin, it is however 
entirely possible that Stena would have bought the Rodin, maintained the French flag 
registration and simply chartered the ferry to another operator to use on another route, 
potentially between France and another country. 

5.16 It should also be noted that DFDS had refused to indicate to the Paris Court which flag it 
intended to fly on the Vessels if it acquired them.  Thus, the only available objective 
evidence is that DFDS would not have complied with the requirement to maintain the French 
flag.  To do so would have had negative employment and tax consequences.  In fact, DFDS 
consistently refused to make any employment-related commitments to the Paris Court in 
relation to the Vessels, a criterion very clearly taken into account by the Court in its final 
decision.  

5.17 In addition, as noted above. DFDS indicated that the Vessels would be deployed on a route 
other than the original route.  For these reasons, GET considers it unlikely and highly 
speculative as to whether the Court would have declared DFDS‟ winner of the bid for the 
Vessel(s), contrary to Approaches 2 and 3 of the CC. 

5.18 In this scenario, neither Stena nor DFDS bid for the Nord Pas de Calais, and it is therefore 
likely that that ferry would have exited the Short Sea. 

Approach 3 (Paris Court considers DFDS' revised bid) 

5.19 The CC states
38

 that it "appears likely that the second bid by DFDS/LD would have 
produced a better outcome for creditors than the other bids".  The CC however does not 
take account of GET's previous submissions in response to the counterfactual working 
paper, to the effect that: 

5.19.1 it would have been unlawful for the Paris Court to have considered DFDS' second 
bid, because it was submitted out of time and in breach of the Court's rules of 
procedure; 

5.19.2 the Paris Court itself expressly rejected DFDS' bid for the above reason; and 
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5.19.3 it would be inconsistent with the CC's own guidelines to consider as a 
counterfactual that the Paris Court would have taken a course of action that was 
unlawful and which the Court had itself expressly rejected at the time. 

5.20 Thus, this particular “counterfactual” can be decisively ruled out. 

The FCA explicitly rejected
39

 as a counterfactual scenario another outcome of the insolvency 
proceeding (liquidation, or acceptance of another offer than that of GET)  

5.21 The FCA held (and GET agrees) that any such alternative counterfactual would be purely 
hypothetical. The FCA put forward two possible counterfactual scenarios.  Notably it did not 
consider any of the counterfactuals proposed by the CC to be plausible enough to merit 
analysis.  The FCA considered the following alternatives: 

5.21.1 First, the continuation of SeaFrance as an independent competitor
40

.  GET agrees 
with the CC's view that this cannot be a realistic counterfactual, because 
SeaFrance had entered liquidation

41
. 

5.21.2 Secondly, the situation after SeaFrance exited the market
42

.  As the CC has 
noted

43
, GET considers that this is the appropriate counterfactual. 

5.22 Even under the CC's own counterfactual analysis, it is clear that even if DFDS had bought 
any of the Vessels it would either have used them to replace chartered ferries that it was 
using on the Short Sea, or it would have operated them outside of the Short Sea and would 
not have retained the purchased Vessel(s) in order to increase the overall size of DFDS' 
ferry fleet on the Short Sea

44
.  In other words, the CC's counterfactual would not have led 

to an increase in ferry capacity on the Short Sea.   

Exiting firm scenario 

5.23 The CC expressly acknowledges that GET has argued that the Acquisition satisfies the 
exiting firm test in the CC's Merger Assessment Guidelines

45
.  However, the CC then does 

not take account of GET's submissions on this point in the PFs.  GET requests the CC to 
address this issue and to share its analysis so that GET can comment upon it.   

Conclusion 

5.24 The CC has identified three separate counterfactual approaches.  However, for the 
reasons given above, the CC has unusually clear evidence on the counterfactual from 
the Paris Court process and none of the CC's scenarios is grounded in the facts that 
are clear from the Court record.  They cannot be held to be established on the balance of 
probabilities, either individually or cumulatively.  GET considers that: 

5.24.1 the relevant counterfactual was the situation that existed at the time immediately 
prior to GET‟s acquisition of the Vessels – this much is at least founded on the 
basis of objective facts; 

5.24.2 any other counterfactual is too speculative and hypothetical to be worthwhile or 
consistent with the CC's own guidelines; and 

5.24.3 the conditions of the exiting firm scenario are met in this case, for the reasons 
GET outlined in its initial submission to the CC. 
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6. MARKET DEFINITION 

6.1 GET broadly agrees with the CC’s approach of defining separate relevant markets for 
freight and for passengers. Similarly, GET does not consider it necessary to conclude on 
the distinction between accompanied and unaccompanied freight, nor between lo-lo and ro-
ro services.  

6.2 As regards the relevant geographic market definition, GET submits that routes on the 
Western Channel and the North Sea – as well as other modes of travel (air and rail) - 
represent more of a competitive constraint than the PFs recognise. This is indicated by the 
customer responses to the CC online survey: for those customers who would divert sales 
following a price increase by Eurotunnel, the average stated percentage of sales that would 
be diverted to each of the North Sea and the Western Channel exceed the stated diversion 
to MFL or DFDS Dover-Calais. Furthermore, there is clear potential for supply side 
substitution across routes: Stena‟s bid for Rodin – which it had no plans to operate on the 
Short Sea – is just one example of wide geographic inter-changeability of vessels. Similarly, 
the ex-SeaFrance Molière, now used by DFDS on the Short Sea had previously been used 
in the Mediterranean; and DFDS had chartered the Barfleur for use on the Short Sea from 
Brittany Ferries which had used it on the Western Channel. 

6.3 However, GET is substantially more concerned that the PFs understate the competitive 
constraint across the Short Sea routes.  In particular, while in its analysis of market 
definition, the CC finds that the different Short Sea routes do constrain each other and give 
rise to a single relevant market, at paragraph 7.60 of the competitive assessment, the CC 
concludes to the contrary that “other ferry routes within the short sea exert no material 
constraint on either the Dover-Calais services or the Folkestone-Coquelles service”

46
 

[emphasis added.] This leads the CC to focus narrowly on capacity on Dover-Calais, while 
overlooking the important constraint from other Short Sea routes. 

6.4 Inconsistency in CC's approach towards Dover-Dunkirk competing with Dover-Calais: 
GET considers that the CC‟s conclusion at paragraph 7.60 – namely "that Dover–Calais 
services exert a stronger constraint on the Dover–Dunkirk service than the other way 
around" – is entirely inconsistent with the CC‟s findings on market definition

47
, and not at all 

supported by the CC‟s evidence, which clearly demonstrates that Dover-Dunkirk is a very 
close competitor to Dover-Calais.  

6.4.1 All of the natural experiments indicate that DFDS – which was then active only on 
Dover-Dunkirk – is a very close competitor to the Dover-Calais operators. 

(a) Following the SeaFrance strike, the CC finds that “the biggest „winner‟ 
was DFDS, which captured 31 per cent of SeaFrance‟s lost [freight] 
volumes compared with its share of 17 per cent”.   

(b) Following the Eurotunnel fire, the CC also notes that “DFDS [Dover-
Dunkirk] seems to outperform other operators in capturing Eurotunnel‟s 
customers when compared with looking at the potential distribution of 
volumes according to market shares.”   

(c) Immediately following SeaFrance's exit, Dover-Dunkirk gained a 
diversion in relation to freight customers of 29.8%, substantially greater 
than would be indicated were diversion proportional to market share 
(16%).

48
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6.4.2 The CC‟s online customer survey also indicates that Eurotunnel customers would, 
following a hypothesised price increase by Eurotunnel, switch a higher proportion 
of their volumes to Dover-Dunkirk than to DFDS Dover-Calais or MFL.   

6.4.3 The CC has also reported that “Ferry prices on the short sea seem to move quite 
closely together, including on the Dover-Dunkirk route”[emphasis added]

49
 – which 

would be consistent with a close competitive constraint between them. 

6.4.4 Further, the fact that DFDS presents the two routes simultaneously on its booking 
page further indicates substitutability between them.  

Figure 1: Example of DFDS booking page 

 

6.4.5 In terms of supply side substitution, there are plenty of examples of vessels 
moving across the Short Sea routes, including LD Lines moving Norman Spirit 
from Ramsgate-Ostend, to Dover-Dunkirk, to Dover-Calais in a matter of months in 
late 2011/early 2012.  

6.5 The CC further considers that: (i) “the Dover-Dunkirk service has been at an inherent cost 
disadvantage [EXCISED]: historically, the Dover-Dunkirk route has been [EXCISED]”;

50
 and 

that (ii) “if prices increased on the Dover-Calais route, DFDS would not respond by 
increasing capacity, but [EXCISED]".

51
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6.6 While the excisions render it difficult to comment in detail on the CC‟s analysis in this single 
paragraph (which dismisses entirely the constraint from one of the most important 
competitors on the Short Sea), the following points are of note. 

6.6.1 The very fact that DFDS chooses to operate a service from Dover-Dunkirk (and 
one the CC itself indicates it would be unlikely to exit) rather than Dover-Calais 
indicates that the cost disadvantages of operating from Dover-Dunkirk cannot be 
material; 

6.6.2 Second, GET understands that DFDS did initially increase capacity on Dover-
Dunkirk (adding on the Norman Spirit) before it transferred this service to Dover-
Calais as part of its expansion: this indicates that DFDS can expand capacity on 
this route; 

6.6.3 Third, in any event, GET believes that DFDS is operating on Dover-Dunkirk with 
spare capacity – and would not need to add vessels to increase capacity to be a 
competitive constraint.  

6.7 For these reasons, GET considers that the analysis in the PFs needs to be re-worked so 
that its competitive analysis is consistent with its market definition, and properly takes 
account of the constraint on Dover-Calais from ferry services on other Short Sea routes.  
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7. COMPETITIVE EFFECTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By way of overview to GET's comments in section 7 re the PF's competitive 
effects analysis: 
 

 The risk of SLC identified in the CC's analysis is hypothetical, and 
dependent on a number of presumptions as to how the market may 
evolve 
 

 These presumptions are individually not more than likely to occur. 
Taken together, GET does not consider that the CC's SLC analysis 
can satisfy the balance of probabilities threshold 
 

 Even on the CC's analysis the SLC risk may not emerge for at least 
two years, during which time prices can only be expected to be 
lower than in the counterfactual  

 

 The CC has wrongly analysed the closeness of competition between 
Eurotunnel and the lower frequency ferry operators (in particular 
MFL) 

 

 The CC‟s theories of harm depend on only one possible trajectory 
along which the Short Sea capacity may evolve. This is unlikely to 
arise because: 

 
- The Dover-Calais route can sustain three ferry operators 

 
- The CC‟s conclusion that P&O is unlikely to reduce its capacity is 

not in line with economic theory or available recent evidence 
 

- The CC has wrongly concluded that DFDS may exit the Dover-
Calais route 

 

 The Dover-Calais route would be constrained by the Dover-Dunkirk 
route, even if DFDS were to exit the Dover-Calais route 

 

 The CC has wrongly concluded that GET will be able to increase 
Eurotunnel's prices 

 

 The CC has wrongly concluded that there is no scope for expansion 
or entry on the Short Sea 

 

 The CC has wrongly concluded that MFL would be a less 
aggressive competitor  

 

 The CC has not taken properly evaluated price effects relative to the 
prices that would result in the counterfactual: the counterfactual 
would result in higher prices 
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A: Summary 

Redactions: 

7.1 As a matter of process, it should be noted that the CC's approach to redactions has made it 
extremely difficult for GET to understand and assess fully the evidence on which the CC 
relies and to which it clearly attaches great importance to support a finding of an SLC.  
Following representations from GET, the CC revised its approach to redaction but there 
remains important information that was either not disclosed to GET or was disclosed 
in the form of ranges (sometimes very broad ranges) of figures. 

7.2 In addition, all of the evidence submitted by DFDS, on the basis of which the CC has 
concluded that DFDS would exit the Dover-Calais route before MFL – which is the essence 
of the case against GET's purchase of the Vessels - has been redacted in its entirety. 

7.3 While GET recognises that the CC has obligations to respect customer confidentiality under 
the Enterprise Act 2002, we also note the comments of the Competition Appeal Tribunal in 
Sports Direct International pic vs. Competition Commission: 

"We were persuaded that Sports Direct was, at least potentially, adversely affected 

by the suggested findings of fact and conclusions contained in the working papers 

and that real injustice would have resulted from the CC's decision to withhold material 

information and/or analysis supporting those findings".
52

  

 

7.4 The inability to examine and respond to all the evidence upon which the CC is purportedly 
relying to find against the merger, is adverse to GET's legitimate interests in responding to 
the PFs. 

Cascade of Propositions: 

7.5 Nevertheless, on the basis of the available information, GET submits that the provisional 
findings on competitive effects are wrong. They are based on a cascade of propositions as 
to how the Short Sea market may be expected to evolve and unsubstantiated conjecture as 
to the incentives faced by various Short Sea competitors. 

7.6 A first striking aspect of the CC‟s theory of harm is that it concerns effects some way into the 
future: on the CC‟s own estimates, it may take at least two years for DFDS to exit the 
Dover/Calais route and/or for MFL to reach its target market share, without which the CC 
itself recognised no price effects can be expected to arise.

53 
Therefore, the CC‟s analysis 

inherently involves conjecture as to how the market may be expected to evolve.  

7.7 However, the finding of an SLC rests on only one of many possible trajectories for the 
development of the Short Sea market: in its PFs, the CC makes a series of judgement calls, 
all of which need to materialise in order to support its theory of adverse effects. In particular, 
the CC requires that,  

7.7.1 as a result of the transaction: 

(a) Dover-Calais route faces excess capacity and cannot support three 
operators (P&O, DFDS and MFL);

54
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(b) neither MFL nor DFDS could reduce their capacity and P&O would 
choose not to do so; 

(c) as a result, DFDS will exit the Dover-Calais route but remain on the 
Dover-Dunkirk route without exerting a competitive constraint on the 
Dover-Calais route;

55
 

(d) MFL will reach its target market share; 
56

 

(e) that this will allow GET to increase its price on Euro tunnel; or in the 
alternative allow less aggressive competition from MFL;

57
 

(f) without prompting entry or expansion;
58

 

7.7.2 while in the counterfactual, DFDS would have:  

(a) acquired between one and three of the Vessels; 

(b) operated the ships on the Calais-Dover line; and  

(c) been a “stronger” competitor to P&O and Eurotunnel.
59

 

7.8 As already discussed, the sheer number of propositions that the CC requires fundamentally 
affect the likelihood that they will all materialise. On a purely simplified basis, for three 
independent propositions to have a joint probability in excess of 50%, they would each need 
to have a probability of occurring in excess of 80%; for six propositions to have a joint 
probability of 50%, they would individually all need to be more than 89% likely.

60
 Therefore, 

the CC‟s findings such as that “in the context of excess capacity and continuing competition 
from MFL, DFDS/LD would be likely to cease operating services between Dover and Calais 
in the short to medium term.

61
” are simply not sufficient to meet the standard of proof the CC 

must satisfy.  

Balance of Probabilities: 

7.9 Consequently, GET does not understand how the CC can have satisfied itself that the 
balance of probabilities threshold is met in this case. As previously discussed, under Section 
35(1)(b) of the Act, the CC has an obligation, on a reference from the OFT, to decide 
whether the creation of a relevant merger situation "has resulted, or may be expected to 
result, in a [SLC] within any market or markets in the United Kingdom for goods or services". 
Paragraph 2.12 of the CC Merger Assessment Guidelines states that, in answering the 
question of whether an SLC has been created, the CC "will apply a 'balance of probabilities' 
threshold to its analysis, i.e. it addresses the question: is it more likely than not that an SLC 
will result?". The CC Merger Assessment Guidelines acknowledge that the approach of 
expressing an expectation of a more than 50% chance has been endorsed by the Court of 
Appeal

62
.  

7.10 Moreover, in conducting the kind of prospective analysis the CC has performed in this case, 
there is a particular need for rigour.   In this context, GET refers the CC to the extract from 
Tetra Laval referred to in section 2 above.  

7.11 GET considers that the CC‟s key propositions are not supportable either on the CC‟s own 
evidence in the PFs, nor in the light of the latest information available on the development of 

                                                      
55

 PFs paragraph 8.39-8.63 
56

 PFs paragraph 8.76 
57

 PFs paragraph 8.79-8.103 
58

 PFs paragraph 8.104-8.126 
59

 For example, PFs paragraph 8.83 
60

 80%  x80%  x80%=51.2%; 89.4%^6 =51% 
61

 Summary to PFs, paragraph 10 
62

 See IBA Health Ltd v OFT [2004] EWCA Civ 142, paragraph 46 
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the Short Sea market – which GET has already highlighted to the CC, and which only goes 
to highlight the scope for forecasting error underpinning the CC‟s theories of harm. As is 
discussed further in this Section 7 below: 

7.11.1 The CC‟s view that Dover-Calais is characterised by such overcapacity that it 
could not support three operators does not take account of the impact of demand 
growth, the CC‟s own findings in relation to market definition on the constraint from 
other Short Sea routes or P&O's reductions in capacity – once these are 
accounted for, it is by no means obvious that there is overcapacity on Dover-
Calais (or on the Short Sea market more widely)  

7.11.2 The recent reduction in capacity by P&O, from seven vessels to six, and GET 
understands further down to five, demonstrates that one of the central elements of 
the Provisional Findings cannot now be sustained:  the CC found that the excess 
capacity on the Dover-Calais route “could only be removed through the exit of 
either MFL or DFDS”.

63
   P&O‟s recent actions have demonstrated that a more 

incremental response to excess capacity within the market has taken place, and 
remains plausible. 

7.11.3 The CC‟s proposition that DFDS (and not MFL) would exit: 

(a) is not supportable in the light of its public statements as to its 
commitment on the route and the ever increasing body of market 
evidence which highlights the success of DFDS on the Dover-Calais 
route;  

(b) does not take account of the potential for any excess capacity to be 
reduced by incremental reductions in capacity across other routes on the 
Short Sea; and 

(c) requires that P&O would not have the incentive to reduce its capacity to 
accommodate DFDS and MFL – a proposition that is contrary both to 
standard economic theory and to recent evidence on P&O‟s capacity 
reductions. 

7.11.4 The proposition that MFL will reach (and maintain) its target share: 

(a) does not take into account the fact that MFL has already revised 
downwards this target share (as was communicated to the CC during 
GET‟s hearing;  

(b) is inconsistent with the CC‟s “competition weakening” theory of harm. 

7.11.5 The assessment that – at some point in the future – GET will be able to increase 
Eurotunnel prices to internalise switching to MFL: 

(a) does not take account of the CC‟s own evidence that Eurotunnel and 
MFL are not close competitors, and thereby overstates the likely 
diversion from Eurotunnel to GET, in the event of a price increase on 
Eurotunnel; 

(b) is not supported by the CC‟s GUPPI/IPR estimates of the price effects, 
once account is taken of the appropriate notion of margin for the 
analysis; 

(c) does not take sufficient account of the straight implications of the critical 
loss analysis submitted by Compass Lexecon; and 

                                                      
63

 PFs paragraph 8.38. 
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(d) disregards the threat of expansion – including (re)entry on the Dover-
Calais route – and entry. 

7.11.6 Finally, GET considers that the CC‟s „competition weakening‟ theory is:  

(a) entirely inconsistent with the CC‟s theory that MFL would reach and 
retain its target share; and 

(b) speculative, since it dismisses the incentive on P&O and other operators 
on the Short Sea (including DFDS Dover-Dunkirk) to compete against 
MFL, without developing a coordinated effects theory of harm consistent 
with Airtours criteria, and despite evidence that ferry operators have very 
recently responded to expected price increases by raising their capacity.  

7.12 Once these factors are properly considered, GET considers that the Acquisition cannot be 
properly considered to give rise to anticompetitive effects, even if it were considered against 
a counterfactual of prevailing price levels. However, prevailing prices can only be expected 
to be below those that would prevail in the counterfactual contemplated by the CC, where 
the Vessels are acquired by DFDS and run on the Dover-Calais route (instead of rather than 
in addition to its current assets).  

7.13 Against the CC counterfactual, therefore, GET submits that the prospect of an SLC is 
fanciful, for two reasons.  

7.13.1 First, current capacity exceeds the capacity levels in the counterfactual and 
therefore it can only be expected that current price levels are lower than would be 
expected in the counterfactual.

64
 This would remain the case in the merger 

scenario – to the benefit of consumers – so long as the current “excess” capacity 
persists, while the remedies would have the effect of immediately forcing MFL‟s 
exit, and thereby raising price. 

65
  Even if the CC were correct in its determination 

that, at some point in the future, the Acquisition is more likely than not to give rise 
to an increase in price, such a predicted price effect must be weighed against the 
current benefits to consumers from the transaction, which would persist for as long 
capacity exceeds that in the counterfactual. (See Figure 1)  Needless to say, since 
the benefits of greater competition are an immediate and present benefit to the 
consumers, while the CC‟s theory of harm is both uncertain and would only occur 
at some point in the future, GET would expect the CC, if anything, to be more 
cautious in finding an SLC.  

 

                                                      
64

 This is a well recognised industry dynamic – including by the CC‟s past reports into ferry services – and is discussed in 
further detail below.  
65

  GET imagines that capacity would be reduced whether by the assets being purchased by DFDS to use on the Short Sea in 
replacement of its existing vessels, or by being sold to a third party who – by the CC‟s analysis – would be unable to remain 
profitable on the short sea market.  
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Figure 1: Transaction versus counterfactual prices 

Counterfactual price

Merger price

Persistence of current capacity

Price effect of capacity reduction

Price differential from (assumed) higher incentives 

to internalise diversion for GET than DFDS

 
 

7.13.2 Second, while the SLC finding is based on the proposition that GET would have 
the incentive to internalise customer switching between Eurotunnel and MFL and 
thereby raise the Eurotunnel price, the CC has simply assumed away the 
existence of a comparable incentive for DFDS to raise prices and internalise 
customer diversion between Dover-Dunkirk and Dover-Calais in the 
counterfactual. GET considers that this incentive may be substantial, given the 
CC‟s own evidence of close competition between ferry operators on Dover-Dunkirk 
and Dover-Calais that would if anything suggest that a merger between rival ferry 
operators may be more problematic than the current transaction involving services 
that are significantly differentiated..  

7.14 As a result, the CC‟s provisional finding that the Acquisition would be likely to give rise to an 
SLC is based on flawed premises, while the CC‟s proposed remedy would give rise to 
immediate and persistent customer harm.  

7.15 Indeed, supporting GET‟s views are the customer responses, of which the CC has not taken 
sufficient account. The CC's market test in this case was remarkably extensive.  The CC:  

(a) sent an online questionnaire to 3,119 customers of Eurotunnel (3,018 of 
whom did not use MFL), of whom 152 (4.94%) replied;  

(b) sent a shorter online questionnaire to 684 customers of ex-SeaFrance, of 
whom 37 (5.4%) replied;  

(c) sent a paper questionnaire to 26 of Eurotunnel's largest customers, of 
whom 6 replied; 

(d) sent a paper questionnaire to MFL's 10 largest customers, of whom 1 
replied; 

(e) contacted Eurotunnel's top 20 coach and top 20 tour operator customers, 
of whom 3 and 7 replied, respectively; and 

(f) held hearings with 5 freight customers. 

7.15.2 What is obvious from the above is that a very small percentage of customers 
replied to the CC's questionnaires.  In itself, this very low response rate is highly 
informative, indicating extremely low levels of customer concern.  In addition, of 
those customers who did reply to the CC's online questionnaires, the results 
clearly indicate that they were not opposed to the Acquisition.  Of the seven  
largest freight customers; 
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(a) Five said they believed their negotiating power re Eurotunnel was "quite 
strong or very strong"

66
 

(b) four said the Acquisition "would not have any effect on their negotiating 
power" and one said it would "improve their negotiating strength"

67
.   

7.16 GET submits that the customers – who have a great deal of expertise in procurement – are 
supportive of the Acquisition because it increases frequency, choice and capacity and 
almost certainly lowers prices and offers the best prospect of increasing the choice of ferry 
operators on the Short Sea. 

 

B: Evidence on closeness of competition  

7.17 Before addressing in detail the series of propositions that are required to sustain the CC‟s 
theory of harm, GET is particularly concerned that the CC‟s competitive effects analysis is 
underpinned by: 

7.17.1 first, a dismissal by the CC of the competitive constraints on Dover-Calais from 
Dover-Dunkirk and other Short Sea routes; and  

7.17.2 further, a failure on the part of the CC to appreciate fully the extent of product 
differentiation between Eurotunnel and low frequency ferry offerings.  

7.18 Only on the basis of this flawed perspective can the CC consider that the current transaction 
would be more problematic than the counterfactual merger of ferry operators which the CC 
effectively endorses, even though GET‟s acquisition of the Vessels is clearly the only 
plausible scenario that provides an additional ferry competitor on the Short Sea. 

7.19 This is particularly concerning in the light of the CC‟s own empirical analysis of past natural 
experiments in Appendix F of the PFs, and of the customer responses to the CC‟s survey, 
which consistently support GET‟s view that Eurotunnel and ferries are less close 
competitors than ferries are to each other, even if the ferries operate across different Short 
Sea routes

68
. 

Closeness of competition between Eurotunnel and ferry operators 

7.20 It is clear from the CC‟s own analysis of past industry supply shocks that Eurotunnel has 
tended to capture a smaller percentage of sales from ferries than its market share would 
suggest. This provides strong evidence that Eurotunnel is not a close competitor to the 
ferries and that any presumption of customer diversion according to market shares will 
provide a flawed perspective on actual diversion patterns and specifically overstate the 
degree of competitive constraint between Eurotunnel and the ferries.  

7.20.1 Immediately following the exit of SeaFrance, the CC notes that “Eurotunnel 
captured a smaller proportion (37.4 per cent) of SeaFrance [freight] volumes than 
its market share (45 per cent) would predict”

69. 
Over the longer period investigated 

by the CC (to October 2012), the CC found that Eurotunnel captured only 32.8% of 
SeaFrance freight volumes, relative to its market share of 43%. The CC itself 

                                                      
66

 Questionnaire summary paragraph 48 
67

 Questionnaire summary paragraph 49 
68

 Appendix F appears to recognise this – indeed it goes so far as to suggest that ferry operators offer “(relatively) 
homogeneous services”. GET disagrees that these products can be characterised as homogeneous - for further discussion see 
below.  However, GET very much agrees that ferry operators are closer competitors to each other, and that estimates of 
diversion on the basis of market shares will overstate the switching between Eurotunnel and the ferry operators and severely 
understate customer diversion between ferry operators. 
69

 PFs C18, the CC states that “Our calculations show that 33.3 per cent of SeaFrance volumes diverted to P&O, 37.4 per cent 
to Eurotunnel, and 29.8 per cent to the DFDS Dover–Calais route”.[emphasis added]. As Table 3 makes clear, and since DFDS 
did not yet have a Dover-Calais service, the CC is in fact referring to DFDS Dover-Dunkirk.  
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explains this as being down to the fact that “ferries are closer substitutes to each 
other than Eurotunnel is

”.70 

7.20.2 The CC finds similar conclusions on the passenger side: “in both analyses [i.e. 
immediately after SeaFrance exit and following DFDS entry on Dover-Calais] 
Eurotunnel captures less than its share of volume (excluding SeaFrance) which is 
consistent with Eurotunnel being somewhat differentiated from the ferries”.

71
 

7.21 Furthermore, the available evidence also supports GET‟s internal view that P&O, due to its 
much higher frequency and newer vessels, is a closer competitor to Eurotunnel than are 
other ferry operators – with the effect that the expected customer switching between 
Eurotunnel and MFL or DFDS would be substantially more limited than estimates of 
diversion based on market shares might suggest.  

7.21.1 Following the Eurotunnel fire in 2008, the CC finds that P&O captured 51.3% of 
Eurotunnel‟s freight volumes (relative to 45.4% that its market shares would 
indicate), compared to SeaFrance which captured 27.4% (relative to 30.5% that its 
market share would indicate) and DFDS with 18.3% (relative to 22.2% that its 
market share would indicate

).”72  

7.21.2 Similarly, following DFDS' entry on the Dover-Calais route, the CC finds that “it 
appears that the growth of DFDS [freight volumes] on the Dover-Calais route 
came primarily from P&O and DFDS‟ Dover-Dunkirk route, and Eurotunnel‟s 
volumes were not significantly affected by it.

73
 

7.22 The evidence from these natural experiments is also entirely in line with the evidence that 
the CC has obtained from customer responses. Although GET appreciates that the CC may 
not be able to rely on the survey evidence to obtain statistically significant results, the 
qualitative information from over 100 customer responses is clearly consistent with the fact 
that P&O is viewed as a substantially stronger competitor to Eurotunnel than the other ferry 
alternatives, therefore explaining why it has been able to capture diversion in excess of its 
market share.  

7.22.1 For those Eurotunnel customers that would divert some sales following a price 
increase, the average percentage of volumes that they would divert to P&O was 
52.3%, compared to only 16.1% for MFL, 22.0% for DFDS Dover-Calais and 
22.8% for DFDS Dover-Dunkirk. Indeed, the percentage of sales diverting to 
operators other than P&O was comparable to the stated diversion to the North Sea 
(22.1%) or the Western Channel (18.3%).  

7.22.2 For time sensitive freight in particular, 112 out of 124 customers (90%) used 
Eurotunnel in the last 12 months, and 58 (47%) used P&O. By comparison, less 
than 20% of customers said that they used any of DFDS Dover-Dunkirk, DFDS 
Dover-Calais or MFL for time sensitive freight. Consistent with this, Eurotunnel 
customers were six times more likely to name P&O as their second choice for time 
sensitive freight than any other alternative.

74 
 

7.23 By failing to take into account the fact that different ferry operators exert a varied competitive 
constraint on Eurotunnel (with P&O being a close competitor to the tunnel than its share 
would suggest, while MFL would – primarily due to its much lower frequency be a much less 
likely alternative for Eurotunnel customers), the CC‟s views on closeness of competition 
appears to depart from the perspective expressed by the FCA that freight and passenger 

                                                      
70

 PFs C19; the CC claims that this is only a part of the explanation, the other being that DFDS and P&O increased capacities 
in response to SF exit, while Eurotunnel did not. However, this supply side response to a competitor‟s exit merely acts to further 
reinforce the findings that ferries are closer substitutes to each other than is Eurotunnel.  
71

 PFs, Appendix C60 
72

 PFs Appendix C40 and Table 9. As GET has previously submitted to the CC, the longer time period for analysis (i.e. to 
August 2009) is more appropriate. 
73

 PFs Appendix C25 
74

 Customer survey D3: 31 Eurotunnel customers named P&O as second rank, relative to 6 for DFDS Dover-Dunkirk, 2 for 
DFDS Dover-Calais and none for MFL. 
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markets have to be analysed in the light of service differentiation between the Eurotunnel 
and ferry services on the one hand, and between operators according to their frequency of 
services on the other hand.

75
 

Closeness of competition between Dover-Calais and Dover-Dunkirk 

 
7.24 By contrast (and as discussed already in relation to the CC‟s conclusions on market 

definition), both the natural experiments and customer survey information suggest that 
customers view DFDS Dover-Dunkirk and ferry services on Dover-Calais (ex-SeaFrance 
assets included) as very close substitutes.  

7.24.1 Following the SeaFrance strike, the CC finds that “the biggest „winner‟ was DFDS, 
which captured 31 per cent of SeaFrance‟s lost [freight] volumes compared with its 
share of 17 per cent”.

76 
 

7.24.2 Following the Eurotunnel fire: 

(a) DFDS diversion for freight customers (18.3%) was below what its market 
share would suggest (22.2%).

77
 However, the same is true of SeaFrance 

– and is entirely in line with GET‟s view that P&O, given its higher 
frequency and newer vessels – was and continues to be the strongest 
competitive constraint to Eurotunnel; 

(b) For passengers, the CC found that “DFDS [Dover-Dunkirk] seems to 
outperform other operators in capturing Eurotunnel‟s customers when 
compared with looking at the potential distribution of volumes according 
to market shares

”78.  

7.24.3 Immediately following SeaFrance's exit, Dover-Dunkirk gained a diversion in 
relation to freight customers of 29.8%, substantially greater than would be 
indicated were diversion proportional to market share (16%).

79 
 

7.24.4 Then “between May and October 2012, DFDS on the Dover-Calais route achieved 
a market share of 5%, which seems to have come mostly at the expense of DFDS‟ 
Dover-Dunkirk route and P&O.”

80
 While the CC interprets this as implying that 

Dover-Dunkirk was not after all a significant constraint on Dover-Calais, this 
evidence is entirely consistent with the fact that Dover-Dunkirk competes very 
closely with Dover-Calais: once additional capacity was added to Dover-Calais but 
not Dover-Dunkirk, the latter lost share to the additional vessels on Dover-Calais.

81 
 

Indeed, (as is discussed below) the fact that DFDS lost business on Dover-Dunkirk 
is direct evidence of diversion to Dover-Calais that DFDS would, in the 
counterfactual, seek to internalise.

82 
 

7.25 This evidence contradicts entirely the CC‟s surprising conclusion that “other ferry routes 
within the short sea exert no material constraint on either the Dover-Calais services or the 
Folkestone-Coquelles service”

83
. Instead, it strongly indicates that the different ferry 
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 Décision n°12-DD-154 du 7 novembre 2012, paragraph 51 : "le transport de fret et de passagers transmanche s‟analyse 
comme un marché de services différenciés, d‟une part entre le transport ferroviaire et le transport maritime, mais aussi en 
fonction de la fréquence des traversées offertes par les différents opérateurs ".  
76

 PFs Appendix C29 
77

 PFs Appendix C40 and Table 9 
78

 PFs Appendix C70 
79

 PFs Appendix C18, and Table 3 
80

 PFs Appendix C24 
81

 Note that the addition of capacity on a given route can be broadly interpreted as a relative price decrease on that route.  
82

 Of course, the observed diversion from DFDS Dover-Dunkirk to Dover-Calais would already take into account the fact that 
DFDS may have internalised these effects in its pricing, when deciding to set up its Dover-Calais services. Therefore, the extent 
of switching from Dover-Dunkirk to DFDS Dover-Calais following the introduction of these services may understate the 
diversion ratio between them. 
83

 PFs paragraph 7.60; Note also that the limited evidence provided by the CC‟s customer survey also indicates that Dover-
Dunkirk is a strong competitive constraint on Dover-Calais; for example, the limited customer evidence on switching 
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operators – whether they are operating on Dover-Calais or Dover-Dunkirk – are each other‟s 
closest competitors, while Eurotunnel is a comparatively less close an alternative, which 
faced the greatest competitive constraint – and loses most customers to – P&O‟s high-
frequency high-service offering.  

7.26 Indeed, in Appendix F, the CC appears to acknowledge the closeness of competition 
between ferry operators (albeit failing to note that P&O is, due to its higher frequency of 
sailings, a closer competitor to Eurotunnel). At paragraph 40 of Appendix F, the CC finds 
that “competition between major ferry operators with a competitive departure schedule as 
being competition between firms with a fairly homogeneous service offering. The implication 
is that we do not think that individual ferry operators will be able to raise price unilaterally at 
a level that is significantly different from that of the other major ferry operators on the short 
sea without risking large volume of business”.

84
 

7.27 On the basis of this evidence, GET submits that the CC has erred because it: 

7.27.1 focused its analysis on the number of operators that can be maintained on Dover-
Calais, without regard to the capacity on the remainder of the Short Sea; 

7.27.2 considered it appropriate in its illustrative price rise and GUPPI analysis to assume 
that customer switching will follow competitors‟ market shares; 

7.27.3 in its theory of harm on competition weakening, disregarded the competitive 
constraint on Dover-Calais from Dover-Dunkirk or other Short Sea routes; or  

7.27.4 in its analysis of the counterfactual, assumed there would be no incentive for 
DFDS to internalise the effects of customer switching between Dover-Dunkirk and 
Dover-Calais. 

7.28 As the remainder of this response demonstrates, once the constraint from Dover-Dunkirk is 
properly accounted for, and once the CC takes into account the fact that Eurotunnel and 
MFL are more distant competitive alternatives, the CC‟s findings that the transaction gives 
rise to an SLC become untenable.   

C: Lack of evidence for propositions necessary for a price effect from the transaction  

7.29 Against the starting point that MFL is to all intents and purposes a new entrant on the Short 
Sea, and one with a highly differentiated product offering to Eurotunnel – both of which 
would prima facie indicate very limited potential for competition concerns – the CC‟s theory 
of harm is predicated on a large number of conditions, all of which are cumulatively 
necessary for a competition concern to arise. Moreover, many of these propositions are not 
supportable either on the CC‟s own evidence in the PFs, nor in the light of the latest 
information available on the development of the Short Sea market.  

                                                                                                                                                                     
consistently indicates that Eurotunnel customers would switch a higher proportion of their volumes to Dover-Dunkirk than to 
DFDS Dover-Calais or MFL.   
84

 The CC then goes on to conclude however that this implies that a differentiated product market setting is entirely irrelevant 
for the analysis of competition between ferry operators, a chain of reasoning which is not supportable by the available evidence 
(see below). 
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Development of capacity on the short sea 
 
Proposition 1: Overcapacity will not support three ferry operators on Dover-Calais  
 
7.30 The first necessary condition for the CC‟s adverse findings is that the level of capacity on 

Dover-Calais is unsustainable, and would not support three ferry operators. Without the 
expectation that the level of capacity will fall relative to that prevailing today (to a level more 
broadly in line with the CC‟s expectations of capacity in the counterfactual), theories of harm 
based on either the exit of DFDS become fanciful. By contrast, the CC‟s proposed remedy 
would, by forcing the exit of MFL, bear significant risk of creating long term customer harm. 

7.31 The CC‟s provisional findings on this critical issue appear to be based mostly on assertions 
by competitors to the CC who would only gain were the CC remedies to force out MFL as a 
competitor. 

7.32 In particular, the CC‟s findings that 2010 capacity should be the relevant benchmark for 
supportable levels of capacity seem to be primarily based on the fact that “in its bid for the 
SeaFrance business DFDS assumed that SeaFrance could be sustainable only if the fleet 
comprised three ships.”

85 
GET and its advisors have not been in a position to verify or to 

evaluate DFDS‟ documents in this regard, but were they to have focused on the 
sustainability of SeaFrance assets in DFDS hands, such a judgement may have internalised 
any unilateral effects arising from DFDS‟ anticipated purchase of these vessels.

86
  

7.33 As the PFs recognise, it is very difficult to obtain comparable measures of capacity across 
operators.

87
 Further capacity will also vary according to season as ferry operators may 

adjust both the number of vessels and the number of crossings. These factors render it very 
difficult to compare capacity levels on a consistent basis, and imply that the CC‟s analysis of 
industry capacity must be seen to be subject to substantial measurement error. 

7.34 While conscious of this inherent limitation of such capacity comparisons, GET considers that 
the CC‟s findings on overcapacity are also not supportable once the analysis is adjusted to:  

                                                      
85

 PFs paragraph 8.34 
86

 In line with a more orthodox theory of harm, whereby internalising the effects of a merger would involve a restriction of 
capacity from the route.  
87

 See PFs, footnote 186 

The PFs depend on satisfaction of the following propositions, which are 
considered individually in turn below: 
 
 
Development of capacity on the Short Sea 
 

 Proposition 1: Overcapacity will not support three ferry operators on 
Dover-Calais  

 Proposition 2: P&O will not reduce capacity 

 Proposition 3: DFDS will exit Dover-Calais 

 Proposition 4: MFL will reach its target share 
 
Conclusions on capacity development on the Short Sea 
 

 Proposition 5: GET will be able to increase Eurotunnel prices 

 Proposition 6: No expansion or entry 
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7.34.1 consider total Short Sea capacity, which given the CC‟s market definition can be 
the only sensible basis for the assessment; 

88
  

7.34.2 take into account the fact that (on GET‟s best understanding) P&O is in the 
process of reducing capacity, by the removal of European Seaways from the 
Dover-Calais route; and  

7.34.3 properly reflect demand growth since 2010.  

7.35 Table 1 below summarises GET‟s best estimates of current capacity, and capacity 
utilisation, which allows a comparison of capacity taking into account demand growth since 
2010. These data have been adjusted for seasonality to allow a comparison across different 
calendar months

89
. As these figures show: 

7.35.1 GET believes that the increase in P&O‟s capacity which the CC refers to at 
paragraph 7.13 has been reversed somewhat by the retirement of Pride of Calais 
and Pride of Dover, a reduction in the number of crossings for Pride of Burgundy 
and plans to remove imminently European Seaways (a freight only vessel).  

7.35.2 In combination with an increase in demand since 2010, GET considers that the 
overall industry capacity utilisation is, on a seasonally adjusted basis, in 2013 
expected to be broadly comparable to the capacity as at end 2010; so is the 
capacity of all operators individually. In other words, taking into account the 
increase in demand, the levels of overcapacity now do not materially exceed those 
in the CC‟s benchmark year (2010).  

 

                                                      
88

 In the context of the CC‟s own findings of a single relevant market for the Short Sea, the levels of capacity on Dover-Calais 
cannot be considered in isolation from the changes to capacity on other services that the CC has identified as competitive 
constraints to the Dover-Calais ferries, including Eurotunnel and other Short Sea ferry routes. For example, changes to 
Eurotunnel capacity would surely be relevant to the CC analysis of the capacity that the Dover-Calais route may support. 
Further, a key difference between 2010 and 2013 is the reallocation of capacity (Norman Spirit) from Ramsgate-Ostend to 
Dover-Calais, which a focus on Dover-Calais alone would not take into account.  
89

 For a further discussion of GET‟s assumptions and approach, see Appendix 4. 
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Table 1: Capacity and capacity utilisation on the Short Sea, 2010 – 2013  
 

 Dec 2010 
“Benchmark” 

Capacity 

Dec 
2010 

Demand 

2010 
Adjusted 
Demand 

(Dec) 

Benchmark 
Utilisation 

Feb 2013 
Capacity 

Jan 2013 
Demand 

2013 
Adjusted 
Demand 

(Dec) 

Current 
Utilisation 

Eurotunnel 
102,146 64,162 64,162 62.8% 118,006 71,823 75,419 63.9% 

SeaFrance 
60,720 24,565 24,565 40.5%      

DFDSL 
(Dover 
Calais) 0 0 0   37,000 15,941 16,112 43.5% 

DFDS 
(Dover 
Dunkirk) 59,040 20,990 20,990 35.6% 59,040 21,128 21,508 36.4% 

P&O 
105,080 48,196 48,196 45.9% 124,970 54,037 54,836 43.9% 

MFL 
0 0 0   37,520 6,936 7,014 18.7% 

Ramsgate-
Ostend  19,480 9,300 9,300 47.7% 8,040 3,623 3,729 46.4% 

Dieppe-
Newhaven 7,620 1,830 1,830 24.0% 5,080 2,095 2,118 41.7% 

Total Short 
Sea 354,086 169,043 169,043 47.7% 389,656 175,583 180,735 46.4% 

Total 
Dover-
Calais 267,946 136,923 136,923 

 
 

51.1% 

 
 

317,496 

 
 

148,738 

 
 

153,381 

 
 

48.3% 

 
Source: GET estimates. See Appendix 4 for assumptions and methodology 
 
7.36 In addition, as the CC accepts, capacity levels should also be considered in the context of 

future demand growth. At 8.36 the CC finds that 
growth would potentially add volume to the short-sea freight market that would be equivalent 
to a [10% - 20%] per cent share of the freight market in today‟s terms. It could be argued 
that this additional volume on the short sea would be sufficient to support a third ferry 
operator on the Dover–
outcome. The growth would only be sufficient to support a third operator if this operator were 
able to capture all the growth. It seems more reasonable to assume that market growth 
would be distributed across the operators broadly in proportion to their individual shares of 
the freight market. In addition, no growth is envisaged in the passenger market”. While the 
CC has not given GET access to its analysis as to the time period within which the demand 
growth may materialise, GET would make the following observations. 

7.36.1 GET is not clear as to why the CC considers that “the growth would only be 
sufficient to support a third operator if this operator were to capture all the growth”: 
rather, GET considers that this additional volume could be expected to improve a 
ferry operator‟s profitability even if it did not increase that operator‟s market 
shares, by increasing its capacity utilisation. 

7.36.2 In addition, GET would note that, going forward, [confidential]. As a result, 
contrary to the CC‟s finding that “it seems more reasonable to assume that market 
growth would be distributed across the operators broadly in proportion to their 
individual shares of the freight market”, a greater share of this volume would be 
captured by ferry operators. Indeed, [confidential] may be expected to increase 
the demand for ferries going forward on passenger volumes also, even if 
estimates of passenger demand growth remain unchanged.  
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7.37 Given the evidence of demand growth since 2010, and predictions of future demand growth 
in the context where [confidential], GET believes that the CC‟s conclusion that the market 
is characterised by unsustainable excess capacity must be subject to considerable doubt.  
Moreover, the adjustments to capacity made by P&O demonstrate the scope for incremental 
reductions in capacity in the market without the need for exit by either MFL or DFDS. 

  

Proposition 2: P&O will not reduce capacity 

7.38 Following correspondence with the CC, GET understands that the CC was aware that that, 
as of November 2012, P&O operated 6 ferries on the Dover to Calais route. Given that the 
CC has indicated to GET that it was aware that P&O was operating 6 ferries in November 
2012, and had previously been operating 7 ferries, on the Short Sea, GET is surprised that 
the CC felt able to reach its conclusion in PFs paragraph 8.37 that “We considered whether 
P&O would be likely to reduce its level of capacity in the short to medium term…We 
consider this to be unlikely”.

90
 

7.39 GET further understands however that since January 2013 those 6 ferries have only been 
making a number of crossings on the Short Sea equivalent to that of 5 ferries.  Further, GET 
believes that P&O is now in the process of reducing the number of its vessels on the 
Short Sea from 6 to 5 (through the removal of European Seaways).  GET has raised 
this issue with the CC and requested that it urgently clarify with P&O its current and future 
ferry numbers and utilisation on the Short Sea.  If GET is correct, the new evidence calls 
into question one of the CC's most important propositions.  Even if the CC disagreed with 
GET‟s analysis in Table 1 that this reduction in capacity has, in combination with demand 
growth, almost fully offset the excess capacity “overhang” relative to the CC‟s 2010 
benchmark, it clearly highlights the scope for further incremental capacity reduction by P&O 
(whether by removing a vessel, substituting a vessel for another from its fleet, by reducing 
the number of sailings, or otherwise), and challenges the CC‟s thesis that the only likely 
solution is an exit by one of the smaller operators.   

7.40 The CC argued that, because “customers value frequency” and “as the largest ferry operator 
with a long-established presence...P&O has a strong incentive to maintain its level of 
capacity in the expectation that one of the smaller operators will exit”

91
. However, P&O‟s 

observed market behaviour in recent months is entirely consistent with standard economic 
models, whereby P&O as the largest operator may be expected to have the greatest 
incentive to take out excess capacity, since it would feel the effects of low prices due to 
overcapacity across a larger volume base – and would, by corollary, have the most to gain 
from reducing capacity.

92
 The fact that GET estimates in Table 1 that P&O‟s capacity 

utilisation has fallen even after its reduction in vessels operating on the Short Sea further 
indicates that P&O may have an incentive to reduce its capacity. 

7.41 Frequency is undoubtedly an important aspect of service – indeed, GET believes that 
elsewhere in the PFs, the CC has underestimated how important frequency offerings are in 
differentiating different operators. However, on any rational economic model, faced with a 
sudden increase in capacity relative to demand, P&O would be expected to trade off the 
benefits of frequency in terms of product differentiation, against the possibility that, by 
reducing capacity, it may be able to increase the profitability of its remaining operations.  

 

                                                      
90

 At PFs paragraph 7.13(b), 7.56 and 7.60 P&O is stated to have increased its capacity 
91

 See PFs paragraph 8.37.   
92

 It is not disputed that P&O would be better off if DFDS or MFL removed capacity: in that event, P&O would benefit from any 
price increase resulting from a capacity reduction, without having had to sacrifice its own market share. However, it is precisely 
because it is the biggest that the economic theory predicts it would “flinch” first – and hold out less long than its competitors.  
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Proposition 3: DFDS will exit Dover-Calais 

 
7.42 In the PFs the CC "provisionally concluded that in the context of excess capacity and 

continuing competition from MFL, DFDS/LD would be likely to cease operating services 
between Dover and Calais in the short to medium term."  The CC's reasoning for this 
statement is however entirely redacted at paragraphs 8.43-8.46, 8.64 and 8.66 of the PFs.  
Other key sections of the PFs on the circumstances of DFDS

93 
are also so heavily redacted 

as to be meaningless and provide GET with no understanding of the true nature of the CC's 
case and therefore no ability to respond to it effectively. 

7.43 Nevertheless, GET considers that DFDS is, and will remain, a strong competitor on the 
Short Sea, including on the Dover-Calais route and that there is no likelihood of DFDS 
leaving that latter route

94
, a view which is supported both by DFDS public comments and 

by latest market data on DFDS performance on the route. At the very least, it cannot be 
concluded that this is more likely than not to happen: 

7.43.1 DFDS launched its operation on the Dover-Calais route before it was known 
who would buy the Vessels from the liquidator; it would have been 
irresponsible for any listed company to have done so on an assumption that it 
would then win the tender process to buy the Vessels and/or that no other bidder 
would, if successful, wish to run the Vessels on the Short Sea.  The success which 
DFDS has since achieved without the Vessels indicates clearly that it did not need 
the Vessels in order to commence or expand its operations on the Short Sea or on 
Dover-Calais route. 

7.43.2 DFDS has itself stated publicly in at least two interviews that it has no 
intention of exiting the Dover-Calais route

95
.  In an interview with Le Nord 

Littoral, Jean-Claude Charlo, Finance Director of Louis Dreyfus Transmanche 
Ferries noted that “if anyone has to leave the Short Straits, it surely won‟t be us”.  
In the same article, Mr Charlo affirms that DFDS has strong backing from its 
parent company, feels “more powerful than before” – and that it has decided to 
“set itself up in a durable way with a project which will remain on the route”.   

7.43.3 DFDS' own public comments and latest financial results indicate that its 
financial performance was unaffected by MFL's entry in the 2012 financial 
year and that this is unlikely to have a material adverse effect on DFDS' 
financial performance in the 2013 financial year

96
.  

(a) DFDS' share price on the Copenhagen Stock Exchange has risen 
significantly since 1 January 2013, reflecting investor confidence in 
DFDS' business (see Appendix 1). 

(b) DFDS' financial returns in the 2012 financial year for its Shipping Division 
were reduced because of a combination of the start-up costs of DFDS 
launching on the Dover-Calais route and an increase in freight capacity 
between the UK and Sweden (following a competitor opening a new 
route)

97
.  Nevertheless, DFDS states that it has a long term growth 

strategy
98

, consistent with it opening and remaining present on the 
Dover-Calais route.   

(c) DFDS also reports that "Although the annual profit for DFDS was 80% 
lower than in the record year 2011, the financial position was 
strengthened as a result of a positive cash flow from operations. The 
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 For example, paragraphs 8.50, 8.51, 8.59 and 8.75 
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 See section 1 of the GET's Reply 
95

 See DFDS interviews with Le Nord Littoral and Le Journal de la Marine Marchande, copies of which were provided to the CC 
at Appendix 3 to GET's Reply 
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 See for example, paragraph 2.2.2 of GET's Reply 
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 DFDS 2012 Annual Report page 9 
98

 DFDS 2012 Annual Report page 5  
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dividend is proposed to remain unchanged at DKK 14 per share, 
equivalent to a pay-out of DKK 203m".

99
 

7.43.4 In other words, DFDS' latest financial results are consistent with it being financially 
strong, whilst experiencing initial costs on its Dover-Calais start-up operation, and 
with its financial results being adversely affected by more intense North Sea 
competition.  The above comments are however inconsistent with the heavily 
redacted parts of the PFs which appear to suggest that DFDS is experiencing 
unsustainable losses on the Dover-Calais route as a consequence of MFL's 
operations

100
. 

7.43.5 DFDS has indicated a strong commitment to expanding its route network 
(with Dover-Calais being a "strategic priority"

101
) and to continuing its expansion

102
.  

The CC notes that, "DFDS stated publicly,
103 

following the launch of the Dover–
Calais route, that it was strategically important in the long run and would be initially 
loss making."

104
  The CC has also itself acknowledged the importance of the 

Dover-Calais route
105

, which accounts for over 80% of freight traffic on the Short 
Sea

106
.   

7.43.6 It should also be noted that in its decision approving the Acquisition, the FCA did 
not consider that there was any risk that DFDS might exit the Dover-Calais 
route. 

7.43.7 Even on the CC's own data, DFDS appears to be at or very close to reaching 
the levels of market share that the CC considers necessary for break-even.   

(a) The extent of the CC's redactions mean that GET is unable to see fully 
why the CC considers that DFDS lacks the ability and incentives to 
continue operating on the Short Sea.  The CC's analysis appears to be 
based on an estimate that ferry operating costs are in excess of €20 
million per annum

107
 and that the minimum break even market share is 

5%-15%, based on 16 sailings per day and [10% - 20%] per cent share 
assuming 20 sailings

108
. (8.24)  However, the most recent market share 

data indicates that DFDS is either already at or very close to reaching 
these levels of market share. In January 2013, DFDS Dover-Calais 
accounted for 9.8% of freight traffic, and 7.6% of passenger traffic - by 
contrast, in January 2013 MFL's was below 5% for passengers (3.7%) 
and freight (4.2%).   

(b) That DFDS losses are manageable while its operating performance has 
improved substantially is also clear from the analysis of its respective 
capacity utilisation. As GET‟s analysis in Table 1 highlights, DFDS 
Dover-Calais – on the basis of its current share – is already estimated to 
have a higher capacity utilisation than its Dover-Dunkirk service, and 
very similar utilisation to P&O. By contrast, MFL's capacity utilisation as 
of January 2013 remainder very low, in line with its much lower shares.  
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 DFDS 2012 Annual Report page 5 
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 PFs paragraphs 8.50 – 8.52 and 8.62 
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 DFDS' 2011 Annual Report and Accounts identified "opening of the new Dover-Calais route" as one of its two "strategic 
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(c) The CC has reported that GET is more likely to outlast DFDS because 
"its exit costs from the MFL venture, including political costs, could be 
substantial"

109
.  However, DFDS would have its own equivalent 

considerations, especially in terms of lost investor confidence, if it 
abandoned the Dover-Calais route, one of its two strategic priorities for 
2012.  Further, the CC does not appear to have acknowledged that 
for DFDS opening on the Dover-Calais route is an extension of its 
core business of running ferries. 

(d) GET notes the CC's comment that DFDS is more likely to exit because 
"GET‟s business is focused on the management of a long-term 
infrastructure asset and could therefore be expected to take a long-term 
approach to its business decisions."

110
  GET considers this observation 

to be irrelevant, because it relates to the long term nature of its 
Eurotunnel asset. GET considers that there is no reason why different 
time horizons should be adopted in relation to the ferry business. GET 
would in any event anticipate that DFDS would take a reasonably long-
term view of how to develop its core ferry business, which is why DFDS 
identified opening on the Dover-Calais route as one of its two strategic 
priorities in its 2012 Annual Report. 

7.44 In GET's opinion, given all of the above, it is inconceivable that DFDS would simply 
exit the Dover-Calais route, the largest on the Short Sea, when DFDS' publicly stated 
goal is to develop a ferry network across Europe, it identified the Dover-Calais route 
as a strategic priority and it is achieving tangible and growing commercial success 
on that route, on any timescale relevant to the CC's assessment of the Acquisition. 

7.45 In fact, the PFs understate the incentive of DFDS to remain on the Dover-Calais route, in 
terms of the expected future price benefits.  

7.45.1 The PFs appear to take no account of the fact that, as would be the case in any 
industry where capacity is an important metric of supply and of price, a reduction 
in capacity – i.e. the removal of two ships – may be expected to give rise to an 
increase in price. Indeed, the expectation of this dynamic is clear from the analyst 
reports referred to above, and it is against this price increase that the DFDS losses 
must first and foremost be weighed. 

7.45.2 Moreover, in order to be able to evaluate the price effects in the counterfactual on 
a consistent basis with its assessment of the Acquisition, the CC must take into 
account the fact that – on its own logic – in the counterfactual DFDS would face an 
incentive to internalise switching across its two Short Sea routes by raising price. 
Indeed (as is discussed in greater detail below), GET considers that such an 
incentive would be at least as high as the CC has assumed for GET.  

7.46 Not only do the PFs significantly overstate the likelihood of DFDS exit, but they also do not 
properly account for the fact that such a scenario is one of a myriad of possible industry 
responses to overcapacity, including: 

7.46.1 exit by MFL (which by the CC‟s own propositions as to what constitutes minimum 
efficient scale will not be a viable operator after 2015, when Nord pas de Calais is 
retired;);  

7.46.2 (further) reduction in capacity by P&O to accommodate both DFDS and MFL 
(discussed above);   

7.46.3 an incremental reduction in DFDS capacity on Dover-Calais, to eight crossings per 
vessel; 
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 PFs paragraph 8.63 
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 PFs paragraph 8.63 
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7.46.4 a reduction in capacity on other routes, for example Dover-Dunkirk or Newhaven-
Dieppe; or  

7.46.5 a combination of these alternatives.
111 

   

7.47 The CC proceeds on the mistaken assumption that exit by either MFL or DFDS is the only 
way in which excess capacity could be removed.

112
 The failure so far to assess in detail a 

large number of these alternatives in a way which allows the CC to properly evaluate the 
probability of DFDS exit is a significant omission from the PFs 

Proposition 4: MFL will reach its target share 
  
7.48 Further, the CC‟s primary theory of harm is reliant on the proposition that MFL will reach 

(and maintain) its original target market share, of 12% on freight and 8% on passengers. 
However, this “target” share is of no probative value to the CC‟s analysis: it is purely an 
internal estimate made by GET prior to MFL starting operations. Indeed, to reflect MFL‟s 
poor performance since its entry, it has since been revised downwards to 8% for both freight 
and passengers, a fact which GET communicated to the CC in its hearing.   

7.49 The CC's analysis takes no account of the likely cessation of operations in around 2015 of 
the Nord Pas de Calais which, if not replaced, would mean (applying the logic of the CC‟s 
reasoning at paragraph 8.22) that MFL would no longer have a „back up‟ ship required for a 
minimum efficient scale and would therefore be unable to maintain that target share. 

7.50 Finally, the ability of MFL to reach or maintain a market share target is not consistent with 
the CC‟s theory that MFL will have the incentive to compete less aggressively on price. As 
the CC has stated in Appendix F, paragraph 40:  

7.50.1 “we view the competition between major ferry operators with a competitive 
departure schedule as being competition between firms with a fairly homogeneous 
service offering. The implication is that we do not think that individual ferry 
operators will be able to raise price unilaterally at a level that is significantly 
different from that of the other major ferry operators on the short sea without 
risking large volume of business…Our view is that MFL will not be able to win a 
sustainable share of business while operating at a price that is materially different 
from its competitors”. (emphasis added) 

7.51 This analysis by the CC entirely supports GET‟s view that, even were DFDS to exit Dover-
Calais (which GET does not consider likely), MFL would continue to face competition from 
DFDS Dover-Dunkirk and P&O, as well as from the other Short Sea operators. Contrary to 
the CC‟s “weakening competition” theory (discussed below), it is implausible that MFL would 
be able to reach and maintain that target share without aggressive competition.  

Conclusions on capacity development on the Short Sea 

7.52 As GET has outlined, the most recent market evidence – including information which has 
come to light or become available since the CC has published its PFs – disproves the 
conclusions in the PFs that: 

7.52.1 The Short Sea is characterised by unsustainable excess capacity; 

7.52.2 P&O would not have an incentive to restrict incrementally its capacity to 
accommodate the entry of MFL and the expansion of DFDS; and  

7.52.3 DFDS' exit from the Dover-Calais route is likely.  
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 The fact that the CC does not consider Eurotunnel capacity reduction as a possible response in and of itself indicates that 
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 PFs paragraph 8.38. 
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7.53 The CC appears to accept that DFDS' exit from Dover-Calais would invalidate its 
conclusions  in relation to the theory of harm on “competition weakening” – this is implicit in 
the CC‟s analysis of competitor responses to the CC‟s „competition weakening‟ theory, 
where the CC finds in paragraph 8.98 that “In the case of DFDS, following its exit from the 
Dover-Calais route, we consider that it would be limited in its ability to price aggressively to 
win market share”. (emphasis added) 

7.54 However, at paragraph 8.90, the CC states that its analysis on the “internalization effect” 
through GUPPI/IPR analysis does not “depend specifically on the assumption that DFDS 
exit from the Dover-Calais route, but only on the assumption that MFL attains a sustainable 
share of the relevant markets” (presumably at the level assumed in the Target shares).  

7.55 GET considers the CC reasoning to be a contradictory finding of fact: if the CC considers 
that a share of 12% may be sustainable for MFL with three operators – with the effect that 
the CC does not need to rely on its findings regarding DFDS exit – why does the CC find 
also that DFDS – with a market share above this level and close to it on Dover - Calais 
alone is more likely than not to exit? 

7.56 Furthermore, while it is mechanistically true that the GUPPI/IPR formulae as they have been 
estimated by the CC do not depend on DFDS‟s exit, whether DFDS remains on Dover-
Calais does indeed have a fundamental impact on the conclusions in the PFs: 

7.56.1 The CC‟s conclusions are based on the finding that, if DFDS exits Dover-Calais it 
would not be an effective competitor to GET post-Acquisition because it considers 
the Dover-Dunkirk route to exert a weaker competitive constraint on Dover-Calais, 
due to its reported higher cost structure.  As is discussed at length in this 
response, GET disagrees with the CC‟s views that Dover-Dunkirk is not a strong 
competitive constraint. However, even if this were the case, DFDS remaining a 
competitor on Dover-Calais as well as on Dover-Dunkirk would undermine the 
CC‟s arguments that DFDS would not be able to undermine any attempt by 
Eurotunnel to raise price, for example, by expanding its capacity.  

7.56.2 Furthermore, a judgment that the Short-Sea market could, post-acquisition, 
support both MFL and DFDS capacity on Dover-Calais fundamentally affects the 
analysis of the counterfactual to the Acquisition.   

(a) First, if DFDS were able to remain on Dover-Calais without its capacity 
being fully removed by P&O or through other Short Sea routes, it would 
imply that, under the Acquisition, the total level of Short Sea capacity 
remains in excess of the total capacity in the counterfactual. As 
discussed below in relation to the counterfactual, this would imply that 
any incentives to raise price by GET would need to be weighed against 
the fact that such a price increase could be expected to take place 
against a much lower baseline price level than would exist in the 
counterfactual (even before DFDS' incentives to raise price and 
internalise switching are considered). 

(b) Furthermore, it would undermine the CC‟s analysis at PFs paragraph 
8.83 that, relative to the post-Acquisition scenario, the counterfactual 
allows DFDS to become a stronger competitor better able to pose a 
competitive constraint to P&O and Eurotunnel.  

7.56.3 For these reasons, GET disagrees fundamentally with the CC‟s analysis at 
paragraph 8.90 that its findings are not dependent on DFDS‟s exit from Dover-
Calais; instead it considers that this finding is central to the CC‟s theory of harm – 
and that the CC should therefore revisit its conclusions in the light of the 
information on DFDS‟s continued improvement in performance and public 
statements of commitment to this route.  
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Proposition 5: GET will be able to increase Eurotunnel prices 

 
7.57 GET considers that MFL's achieving its market share would not give rise to a realistic 

prospect that Eurotunnel prices would rise.  

7.58 For its part, the FCA considered that it was not in GET's interests, post-Acquisition, to raise 
Eurotunnel‟s prices, because the resultant switching of customers from Eurotunnel to the 
ferries would benefit Eurotunnel‟s other competitors more than it would MFL.  The FCA 
decided that this would be possible because the ferry operators' period of peak capacity did 
not overlap with those of Eurotunnel, so that ferry operators would always have sufficient 
spare capacity to be able to accommodate switching by customers

113
.  GET considers that 

the CC's (diverging) approach to the same issue is incorrect, and that the FCA's conclusion 
– that Eurotunnel could not increase its prices - is the correct one for the following reasons.  

7.59 GET has already explained its technical concerns about the inappropriateness of the 
GUPPI/IPR analysis in the current context, and about the CC's approach in applying these 
tests, which it will not repeat here.

114 
However, it is important to note that, for a diversion 

ratio to have any value in the context of a GUPPI/IPR analysis (or indeed merger analysis 
more generally) it should provide information on patterns of customer substitution between 
different operators. The diversion ratio used in the CC‟s calculation cannot provide such 
information in the presence of “significant product differentiation” as the CC finds to exist in 
relation to Short Sea crossings: it is simply a multi-layered assumption that customers divert 
across suppliers in proportion to market shares (a proposition which is clearly not supported 
by the CC‟s own analysis of past natural experiments), where the relevant market share for 
GET is its internal aspiration.

115 
Given the basis on which the CC has calculated diversion 

ratios, there is no further value to the GUPPI analysis than can be derived from GET‟s and 
MFL‟s respective market shares. Behind these complex economic formulae, the upshot of 
the CC‟s analysis is that, if MFL gains a sufficient market share, Eurotunnel and MFL‟s 
combined market share will exceed a threshold of concern for the CC.  

7.60 Even on the basis of using diversion ratios which by construct ignore the full extent of 
product differentiation between operators, GET considers that the CC‟s base case diversion 
ratios are overstated: 

7.60.1 By using a target share of 12% on freight, they are based on out of date target 
shares for MFL: on GET‟s latest target share of 8% for freight, the CC‟s calculation 
of a freight diversion ratio would be equal to its estimate for passengers 
([confidential]%) instead of the [confidential]% base case assumption the CC 
currently uses.

116
 

7.60.2 Even had the CC estimated diversion ratios from Eurotunnel to the ferries in 
proportion to their available capacity on the Short Sea, on the basis that capacity 
goes some way to capability to serve customers, the implied diversion ratio to MFL 
would have been lower than the [confidential] % base case estimate for freight 
on which the CC relies.

117
 On the conservative assumption of full exit of DFDS' 

Dover-Calais capacity from the Short Sea, the diversion ratio to MFL would be at 
[confidential] % - and substantially below DFDS Dover-Dunkirk and P&O – and 
with DFDS on Dover-Calais, it would be lower still. (See Table 2.)  
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7.60.3 Further, these diversion ratios assume no diversion outside the Short Sea market. 
Even if the CC has considered that Western Channel and North Sea routes are 
not sufficient constraints to be included in the relevant market definition, the 
customer feedback received by the CC indicates that customers would switch a 
proportion of their volumes outside of the Short Sea, and account of this should be 
taken in the diversion ratios (as the CC has done in past cases where diversion 
ratios are based on customer survey data).   

Table 2: Diversion ratios based on short sea capacity 
 

Ferry operator 
Actual daily 

capacity 

Daily capacity 
(assumes DFDS 

exit) 

Implied diversion 
ratio - current 

capacity 

Implied diversion 
ratio - assumes 

DFDS exit from the 
Short Sea 

DFDSL (Dover 
Calais) 37,000 

 
14% 

 DFDS (Dover 
Dunkirk) 59,040 59,040 22% 25% 

P&O 124,970 124,970 46% 53% 

MFL 37,520 37,520 [confidential]% [confidential]% 

Ramsgate-
Ostend  8,040 8,040 3% 3% 

Dieppe-
Newhaven 5,080 5,080 2% 2% 

Ferry Total 
Capacity 271,650 234,650 100% 100% 

 
7.61 However, as discussed above, the natural experiments and customer surveys provide 

strong evidence that Eurotunnel and MFL are not close competitors – and that customers 
would be expected to switch between them in lower proportions than their market shares 
would suggest – regardless of whether MFL achieves its target share. In particular, GET 
considers that neither market share nor capacity diversion ratios fully take into account the 
value for high-frequency services placed by time-sensitive customers. As a result, diversion 
ratios based on such structural measures can be expected to overstate the likely levels of 
customer switching from Eurotunnel to MFL.  

7.62 In any event, the predicted GUPPI and IPR analyses are not sufficient to give rise to 
competition concerns on the basis of a reasonable assumption as to MFL‟s margins. 

7.63 GET considers that what it terms as MFL‟s “long run” margins (of [confidential]%), are 
clearly the appropriate metric to consider in this context. In particular, the CC states that 
long run margins are not appropriate because it does not believe that “marginal gains in 
traffic on MFL following price increases on Eurotunnel are likely to result in investment in 
new vessels solely for the purpose of accommodating that traffic.”

118
 Notwithstanding the 

fact that, if MFL is to remain a competitor with the requisite “minimum efficient scale” 
determined by the CC, investment in a replacement for Nord Pas de Calais will be required 
as of 2015, the “long run” margins that MFL has provided to the CC simply do not include 
any costs associated with increased vessel numbers. Instead, MFL‟s stated long run margin 
of [confidential]% only takes account of the port utilisation costs (€200-€300 per crossing) 
and of the price paid by MFL to the SCOP for each crossing made with the Rodin and the 
Berlioz (€[confidential] per crossing). Therefore, this is the margin that reflects the costs 
associated with the number of crossings, rather than the number of vessels.

119
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 PFs Appendix F18 
119

 Since a crossing is the minimum unit of capacity or supply that operators can control, GET maintains that the margin 
associated with additional crossings is the relevant margin to consider in any pricing decision. Although operators do use yield 
management or individual price negotiations, underpinning these pricing decisions is the balance of supply and demand on a 
route. Without changing the levels of supply and demand, the price increases that the CC appears to envisage cannot be 
delivered. The fact that operators vary capacity by changing the number of crossings several times a year in response to 
changes in demand indicates that this is the relevant margin for the CC‟s analysis. 
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7.64 Once this margin of [confidential]% is applied however, even on the basis of the CC‟s 
„base case‟ diversion ratios, the resulting GUPPI and IPR estimates are below 4%. (See 
Table 3 below) 

 
 Table 3: GUPPI and IPR at [confidential]% margin and ‘base case’ diversion ratios  
 

 IPR GUPPI 

Freight [confidential]% [confidential]% 

Passengers [confidential]% [confidential]%
 

Source: Appendix F, Tables 2 – 5, base case diversion ratios of [confidential]% for freight 

and [confidential]% for passengers 

 
7.64.1 These are significantly below the 5% threshold which is frequently used by the 

OFT as a first phase screen. Furthermore, these results fully disregard 
competitors‟ dynamic responses. For this reason, GET considers that these 
estimates do not support a finding of SLC.  

7.65 The finding that no price effects would arise is also supported by Compass 
Lexecon’s critical loss analysis. 

7.65.1 This showed that the volume of sales that GET would need to lose before a price 
increase of 5% of 10% becomes unprofitable remains [confidential] after the 
Acquisition, (and conservatively assuming that MFL reaches its initial target 
market shares of 12% for freight and 8% for passengers). The conclusions of this 
analysis are consistent with the CC‟s analysis that the margin over variable cost 
attached to Eurotunnel services is very important whilst the elasticity of the 
demand for Eurotunnel's services is significant. In these circumstances, a 5% to 
10 increase in Eurotunnel's prices would imply a small increase in the margin (on 
remaining sales), but a very high opportunity cost of lost business, due to a high 
expected loss of volume and a relatively high margin earned on these volumes. 

7.65.2 That actual loss may be expected to exceed substantially the critical loss threshold 
even if MFL reaches its target share, can be seen by a simple estimate of the 
likely actual loss that GET would face if it attempted to raise Eurotunnel‟s price. 
Whilst the CC has not estimated an elasticity of demand for Eurotunnel's freight 
services, it reports (at paragraph 23 of Appendix F) GET‟s view at the hearing that 
a [confidential]% increase in price might result in losing [confidential] of market 
share.

120
Taking the average of both ranges, this would indicate an elasticity of 

demand of [confidential].
121

 The actual loss that would correspond to this level of 
elasticity is indeed substantially above the post-Acquisition critical loss.

122
 (See 

Table 4: Estimate of critical loss and actual loss for GET) 

(a) The critical loss of volumes beyond which GET would not find it profitable 
to increase price by 5% is [confidential]% for freight and 
[confidential]% for passengers ([confidential]% in total). However, at 
the above estimates of demand elasticity, the actual loss may be 
expected to be greater than [confidential]%. 
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 PFs Appendix F, paragraph 23, and GET Hearing transcript, p 69 
121

  [confidential] 
122

 This is based on an estimate of Eurotunnel‟s “long run” margin, i.e. margin that varies with the number of crossings, which 
GET considers to be the appropriate measure. The same conclusions hold were the critical loss based on “short run” margins 
(i.e. margins that varies with the number of passengers). 
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(b) Following a 10% price increase, GET may be expected to lose 
[confidential]% of its volumes: this is substantially in excess of the 
critical volume loss which would make such a price increase unprofitable 
([confidential]% freight, [confidential]% passenger, [confidential]% 
overall). 

Table 4: Estimate of critical loss and actual loss for GET 

  
Price 
increase 

5% 10% 

Pre-Acquisition critical loss Freight [confidential] [confidential] 

  Passenger [confidential] [confidential] 

  Total [confidential] [confidential] 

Post-Acquisition critical loss Freight [confidential] [confidential] 

  Passenger [confidential] [confidential] 

  Total [confidential] [confidential] 

Actual loss    [confidential] [confidential] 

 

7.65.3 In its appraisal of the critical loss analysis, the CC at paragraph 34 of Appendix F 
stated that “the question is whether the addition of MFL significantly changes 
Eurotunnel‟s incentives”, suggesting that the relevant metric for merger analysis is 
the relative change in the critical loss. However, this is simply not the relevant test 
for merger analysis: rather, the question is whether post-merger, GET would have 
the incentive to raise price, regardless of the increment to the incentives to do so 
that the merger brings about. The above figures strongly suggest that no such 
incentive would be present, even were MFL to reach its target share.   

 
Proposition 6: No expansion or entry 
 
7.66 Furthermore, the CC has incorrectly dismissed the potential for competitors‟ dynamic 

responses, including competitor entry and expansion. 

7.67 In relation to competitor expansion: 

7.67.1 The CC finds at PFs paragraph 8.125 that P&O would be unlikely to expand “for 
the reasons set out in paragraph 8.101”, a  paragraph which reports speculative 
statements by Eurotunnel staff that in any event do not directly address whether 
P&O would have a unilateral incentive to increase capacity; 

7.67.2 The CC considers that DFDS would not respond on the Dover-Dunkirk route due 
to the higher cost of operating on the route.

123
 However, GET considers that there 

are a number of alternative means by which DFDS would be able to expand 
capacity, for example by using larger vessels.  In addition, the CC has not 
explicitly addressed the potential for DFDS to increase capacity were it to remain 
on Dover-Calais, where it would not face the cost disadvantage the CC considers 
to be prohibitive to expansion on Dover-Dunkirk. 

7.67.3 Inconsistent with the CC‟s approach on market definition, expansion on other 
Short Sea routes is not considered.  

7.68 That the CC has dismissed expansion (including product repositioning across routes on the 
Short Sea) is surprising in the light of very recent evidence of all of these forms of 
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 PFs paragraph 8.125 
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competitor reaction in response to an expected increase in price (i.e. reduction in supply 
relative to demand) following SeaFrance's retrenchment and exit, including: 

7.68.1 an increase in capacity on the existing routes by P&O on Dover-Calais; and 

7.68.2 an expansion of DFDS and LD onto Dover-Calais (including from LD by switching 
capacity from Ramsgate-Ostend).  

7.69 GET considers that this observed competitor behaviour is substantially more compelling 
than any self-serving operator comments, and strongly indicates that the threat of competitor 
expansion in response to an increase in price is a real competitive threat on all Short Sea 
operators.  

7.70 Further, GET considers that the CC‟s views that the difficulties of obtaining vessels or 
berthing slots at Calais constitute a barrier to entry are also unfounded and do not take 
properly take account of the fact that, were DFDS/LD to exit Dover-Calais, these berths (and 
vessels) would become available for re-entry.  

7.70.1 The CC states that re-entry by DFDS would be difficult for DFDS/LD because it 
would be difficult to re-establish credibility with freight customers (PFs paragraph 
8.126). However, the CC does not even consider the potential for re-entry from 
other operators.  

7.70.2 The CC further speculates that “the remaining operators might seek to utilise those 
slots (by increasing the number of vessels on the route or the frequency of 
sailings) to prevent another operator obtaining access to the port”

124
.  However, 

such a course of action would in and of itself require an increase in capacity, 
thereby negating the posited anti-competitive effects of the merger. 

7.71 The CC's views in relation to barriers to entry other than berthing slots are also surprising. 
The CC considers that factors such as scale and frequency of operation required to offer a 
competitive service, lead time to acquire a viable market share, operating costs whilst 
building market share and perception about the number of operators that is sustainable 
would be likely to deter new entry on the Dover-Calais route

125
. However, these factors are 

present in the shipping sector as a whole and would therefore be familiar to any new entrant 
to the route which is already operating in the sector, which would most likely to be the case. 

 
Proposition 7:  MFL as a less aggressive competitor 
 
7.72 Finally, GET considers that the CC‟s „competition weakening‟ theory is extremely 

speculative and cannot give rise to a finding of SLC.  

7.72.1 The CC‟s proposition that MFL would not compete vigorously is inconsistent with 
the CC‟s theory that MFL would reach, and more importantly retain its target 
share. Paragraph 40 of Appendix F to CC PFs states that ferry operators cannot 
“price unilaterally at a level that is significantly different from that of the other major 
ferry operators on the short sea without risking losing large volumes of business”: 
the clear implication is that MFL can gain significant market share over other ferry 
operators while pricing less aggressively.  However, the CC itself recognises that it 
is only if DFDS exits Dover-Calais that this theory of harm would materialise: an 
outcome which is presumably only achievable if MFL does compete vigorously.  

7.72.2 Second, this theory is inconsistent with the CC‟s own evidence (as discussed 
above) that Dover-Dunkirk is a strong competitive constraint on Dover-Calais. 
Regardless of whether or not DFDS remains on the route Dover-Calais therefore, 
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 PFs paragraph 8.121 
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 PFs paragraph 8.122 
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were MFL to attempt to increase price, it can only be expected that this would 
induce switching to the other operators (including Dover-Dunkirk).  

7.72.3 In order to develop this theory, the CC further needs to assume that P&O and 
DFDS Dover-Dunkirk would have no incentive to respond to a price increase. 
However, 

(a) to the extent that they can only be expected to continue to operate with 
some spare capacity, MFL would face a risk that, if it attempted to raise 
price above the competitive level, it would lose substantial volumes to 
these operators.  

(b) Second, and as discussed in relation to entry and expansion above, the 
CC‟s view that P&O and DFDS would each unilaterally not have 
incentive or ability to respond to a price increase by increasing their 
capacity is not) supported by past market evidence of competition 
between ferry operators, including the fact that both P&O and DFDS did 
respond with capacity increases to expected price increases following 
SeaFrance exit.  

(c) The CC analysis does not satisfy any of the Airtours criteria required for 
a finding that the merger would give rise to coordinated effects.  

7.72.4 Finally, the CC has provided no basis for its judgement that the same (improbable) 
set of incentives would not materialise were it MFL and not DFDS that exits, i.e. 
that DFDS may subdue the strength of its competition and that P&O would not 
react, but rather maintain or increase its prices.

126
. 

 

D: Counterfactual price analysis requires further work and when subjected to the same 
approach as the GET deal would result in higher prices 

7.73 As discussed above, GET does not believe – regardless of whether MFL reaches its target 
share - that the Acquisition give rise to any incentive on the part of Eurotunnel to raise price, 
nor on behalf of MFL to erode the market position it would have achieved by degrading its 
customer offer. Therefore, even against a level of prevailing prices, no SLC would arise.  

7.74 However, this is in any event not the counterfactual available to the CC. Instead, the CC 
considers that, absent the Acquisition, DFDS would have acquired the Vessels and 
operated them on Dover-Calais to maintain broadly the same levels of capacity that it has in 
the market today (5 vessels across Dover-Calais and Dover-Dunkirk), albeit with a 
somewhat different configuration of ships.  

7.75 By the CC‟s own judgement, therefore, absent this Acquisition, total capacity on the Short 
Sea would be lower than it is today: with the main difference being that MFL – and the 
capacity associated with its Vessels – would not be operating on the Short Sea. 

7.76 However, entirely absent from the PFs is the recognition that this difference in capacity may 
be expected to give rise to a substantial difference between the counterfactual price and 
prevailing prices: a natural consequence of the Acquisition and MFL's additional capacity 
would be that the prevailing prices are lower than would arise in the counterfactual. This is 
entirely to be expected in this industry, where the available capacity relative to demand is a 
key determinant of price: a dynamic that is indeed very well recognised in past decisions on 
ferry services, including the CC‟s own. 
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 For example, the assertion that P&O would face different incentives in the counterfactual is asserted in footnote 246 but not 
reasoned.  
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7.76.1 In Stena/DFDS, the CC noted that: “Freight capacity increased during the 
economic boom and has continued to do so since capacity was added in 2007, 
2009 and 2010. Such increased capacity has led to pressure on prices. Revenues 
have fallen in real terms in both 2009 and 2010 as a result of price pressure and 
falling volumes”. 

127 

7.76.2 Similarly, the OFT in Stena/DFDS was concerned that: „The merger – together 
with the closure of P&O‟s Mostyn service - would take capacity out of the central 
corridor which might be expected to reduce overall Stena‟s spare capacity.  Given 
its significant share of supply in this corridor Stena may be put in a position to 
reduce capacity further in the central corridor or raise price by other means”; 

128 

7.76.3 In P&O/Stena, the CC also considered that “„In the same period, Stena had been 
raising capacity by increasing the number of crossings undertaken by its ferries. 
These developments were driven particularly by trends in the passenger market, 
but the increasing capacity of multi-purpose vessels led to reduced prices in both 
the passenger and freight markets”. 

129 
 

7.77 The fact that the Acquisition has given rise to customer benefits in terms of lower price 
which would not be expected to arise in the counterfactual (and which the CC‟s proposed 
remedy would immediately reverse) renders it necessary that the CC to weighs these 
(present, and certain) customer benefits against any finding of potential price effects that: (i) 
are expected to occur some way in the future; (ii) are in any event uncertain, and dependent 
on the CC‟s conjecture on how the Short Sea market develops. In particular, the CC must 
take into account: 

7.77.1 The level of price differential due to higher prevailing capacity relative to the 
counterfactual:  

(a) GET appreciates that it is very difficult for the CC to evaluate the likely 
price effect that the exit of the capacity associated with the Vessels, 
given that the time period between SeaFrance's exit and competitor 
reactions through expansion was very limited. However, it can only be 
expected that a reduction in Short Sea capacity of approximately 10% 
would have a sizeable impact on price (even if it is partially offset by 
expansion from the remaining operators).

130 
 

(b) Moreover, these customer benefits may persist even if MFL reaches its 
market share, so long as DFDS remains on the route and/or overall 
capacity remains higher than in the counterfactual. In other words, even 
were the CC correct that, GET may have some incentive to internalise 
diversion between the Eurotunnel and MFL, set against a level of higher 
overall industry capacity, the prices that emerge may still be lower than 
they are in the counterfactual.  

7.77.2 The fact that, as a result of the Acquisition, the customer benefits are materialising 
today and will continue for some time, while CC‟s posited price effects occur in the 
future (and should therefore be both discounted and considered to be inherently 
more uncertain).  

7.78 Moreover, the CC‟s assessment of the counterfactual must also consider whether DFDS 
would face a similar incentive to “internalise” customer switching between its Dover-Dunkirk 
and Dover-Calais routes, that the CC has assumed would be faced by GET.  The CC 
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 http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/assets/competitioncommission/docs/2011/stena-dfds-merger-
inquiry/stena_dfds_final_report.pdf 
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 MFL vessels and DFDS Dover-Calais vessels are both to account for close to 10% of Short Sea capacity respectively; 
therefore these figures are unchanged regardless of the question of the identity of vessels leaving the Short Sea. 
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considers that, in the counterfactual, “DFDS would improve its position from that of a 
relatively weak competitor with a 15 per cent share of the markets achieved on a sub-
optimal route to a stronger competitor better able to impose a constraint on Eurotunnel and 
P&O” 

131
. 

7.79 GET is unable to recognise this vision of DFDS – even absent its Dover-Calais service -for 
reasons explained above and in section 1 of GET's Reply: 

7.79.1 DFDS is a materially larger competitor operating a wide route network, including 
several routes within the Short Sea which makes it an attractive choice for 
customers – even without

 
the Dover-Calais service

 132
;  

7.79.2 DFDS considers itself to be in a strong financial position
133

 ; and 

7.79.3 P&O considered DFDS on Dover-Dunkirk to be a stronger competitor than DFDS 
on Dover-Calais, and substantially stronger than MFL.

134
 

7.80 Furthermore, as is discussed above, GET fully expects DFDS to remain a competitor both 
on the Dover-Calais and Dover-Dunkirk routes. That DFDS has, without acquiring the 
Vessels, managed to increase its market share markedly on the Short Sea and in January 
2013 exceeded P&O's share of passenger transport for the first time and achieved a 22.4% 
share of freight

135
 implies that the CC cannot assume that DFDS would be a stronger 

competitor in the counterfactual than it is with MFL in the market.  

7.81 In any event, the CC's simple analysis does not explain why the logic of “internalising 
switching” is not appropriate in the case of DFDS but is appropriate in the case of 
Eurotunnel

136
. GET by contrast considers that the GUPPI/IPR may be expected to be as 

high if not higher in the counterfactual, than the CC has assumed would arise for GET as a 
result of the Acquisition. If the diversion ratio from Dover-Dunkirk to ex-SeaFrance assets on 
Dover-Calais were identical to that from Eurotunnel to MFL, one would expect in the 
counterfactual that DFDS would face at least the same incentives to internalise switching 
away to Dover-Calais as the CC assumes for GET. Indeed, one would expect them to be 
higher, since:  

7.81.1 a calculation of the upwards pricing pressure on Eurotunnel would be tempered by 
the fact that it has a substantially higher priced product than MFL – the same is 
unlikely to hold for DFDS (which appears to set similar prices across its Dover-
Dunkirk and Dover-Calais services). Moreover, while the available evidence 
indicates that Eurotunnel and MFL are not close competitors, by contrast, natural 
experiments and customer surveys suggest that customers view DFDS Dover-
Dunkirk and ferry services on Dover-Calais (ex-SeaFrance assets included) as 
very close substitutes. (See discussion in Section [B] above). 

7.81.2 These factors may indicate that the diversion ratio should be notably higher for 
DFDS in the counterfactual than they are from Eurotunnel to MFL – and in turn, 
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 PFs paragraph 8.83 
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 Dover-Dunkirk, Newhaven-Dieppe and Dover-Boulogne 
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 See for example, paragraph 1.4 of GET's Reply 
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 7.22; “P&O identified DFDS on Dover–Dunkirk route as a medium to strong competitor, and DFDS on Dover–Calais route as 
a medium competitor...P&O stated that currently it viewed MFL as a weak competitor". 
135

 See for example, paragraphs 1.4 and 7.6.6 of GET's Reply 
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 At Appendix F, the CC suggests that an analysis of GUPPI/IPR on ferry operators is not appropriate because it does not 
believe that (see PFs paragraph 40) “individual ferry operators will be able to price unilaterally at a level that is significantly 
different from that of the other major ferry operators on the Short Sea without risking losing large volumes of business. If the 
CC‟s logic is that ferry operators are homogeneous products engaged in perfect competition with the effect that the “winner 
takes all”, this is plainly contradicted by the evidence throughout the PFs, including that the CC itself has noted that the Short 
Sea market is “highly differentiated”, and the fact that, if this were true, we would not have expected to observe historically any 
more than two operators on the Short Sea. Of course, a further implication of this would be that the CC would only be 
concerned by “merger to monopoly” ferry acquisitions, which is not in line with past precedent.  However, once any product 
differentiation is allowed for, the CC‟s conclusions that two ferry operators are very close competitors implies that the diversion 
that they may seek to internalise would  - by the logic of the CC‟s analysis - be substantial. 
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the expected IPR and GUPPI can be expected to exceed substantially the levels 
estimated by the CC for GET.  
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8. FAILURE TO TAKE PROPER ACCOUNT OF ASPECTS OF THE FCA DECISION 

8.1 GET considers that there are certain important aspects in which the CC has reached a view 
of the Acquisition which is materially different to that taken by the FCA.  The CC has also 
reached a fundamentally different conclusion to the FCA in terms of whether the Acquisition 
may give rise to an SLC.  These issues were discussed in Appendix 1 to GET's Reply. 

8.2 GET regrets that the CC and FCA have reached such materially divergent views on the 
same transaction, especially given that both authorities were reviewing exactly the same 
markets and judging the Acquisition against essentially the same yardstick.  GET considers 
that in such a context the CC should have addressed clearly in the PFs: 

8.2.1 why the CC has reached such a materially different view of the Acquisition from 
the FCA; 

8.2.2 why the CC – in marked contrast to the FCA's approach - has given such extreme 
deference in the PFs to the submissions made by DFDS; 

8.2.3 why the behavioural undertakings already given by GET to the FCA do not affect 
the CC's analysis on whether an SLC may arise; and  

8.2.4 why the behavioural undertakings already given by GET to the FCA do not 
adequately rectify such SLCs as the CC has identified. 
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9. CONCLUSION 

9.1 For the reasons set out above, GET requests the CC to reconsider its provisional 
conclusions and approve the Acquisition.   

 

15 March 2013 
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APPENDIX 1 

Comments on the PFs from financial analysts  
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APPENDIX 2: 

DFDS' share price on the Copenhagen Stock Exchange since 1 January 2013 
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APPENDIX 3 

Transcript of DFDS discussion with analysts following its 2012 Annual Reports presentation 
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APPENDIX 4 

Excess Capacity Analysis 

 


